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1 INTRODUCTION 
Enhancing automobile maneuverability and stability is of immense concern to vehicle 
designers. This concern is largely due to the fact that increased traffic density coupled 
with a wide range of driver abilities and road conditions can result in an increased 
number of accidents. Therefore, there is a constaxit effort to design a better (smarter) 
vehicle to improve performance for a wide range of driving conditions. 
The principal problem investigated in this study is the design and analysis of strate­
gies to control rear wheel steering for four wheel steering automobiles. The methodology 
employed to achieve this objective is to 
1. design an optimal rear wheel steer controller (RWC); 
2. develop criteria to design practical suboptimal RWC with a minimum number of 
state feedback variables; 
3. investigate stability conditions and steady-state handling behavior of front wheel 
steering (FWS) and four wheel steering (4WS) vehicles; 
4. estimate the lateral stability region of a nonlinear two DOF vehicle; and 
5. analyze the robustness of RWC via simulation using an eight DOF nonlinear vehicle 
model. 
The data sets used in this dissertation numerically illustrate open loop responses and 
are estimates of typical vehicles. The organization of the dissertation is as follows. 
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Chapter 2 presents a literature review of optimal and non-optimal method that are 
used to obtain RWCs. The optimal RWC is based on the minimization of sideslip 
angle and employs linear quadratic regulator theory. The non-optimai RVVC is based 
on obtaining zero sideslip angle. In addition there are literature reviews on time lagged 
tire side force, free steering control of an automobile, ajid estimation of lateral stability 
region. 
The focus of Chapter 3 is the derivation of optimal RWCs using linear quadratic 
regulator for a two and three degree of freedom (DOF) fixed steering control vehicle 
model and a two DOF free steering control vehicle model. Chapter 3 shows that optimaJ 
RWCs based on minimizing sideslip angle does improve the handling of an automobile, 
especially the transient performance at high speeds. The disadvantage of this technique 
is that all the states have to be accessible in order to be fed-back. In practice this 
is costly and some states, for example sideslip angle, are impractical to measure and 
are consequently unavailable. In order to reduce costs, develop practical designs and 
implement RWCs, it is imperative that other techniques be explored. These techniques 
generally result in suboptimal controllers that involve the feedback of a minimum number 
of available states. The suboptimal RWCs are derived from two and three DOF fixed 
steering control vehicle model. 
Chapter 4 deals with the two DOF fixed and free steering control vehicle model. In 
this chapter RWCs are derived based on the feedback of the vehicle's yaw rate. The gains 
associated with the feedback quantities are obtained based on zero phzise lag difference 
between the vehicle's yaw rate axid lateral acceleration for the fixed steering control 
model. A stability analysis of FWS and 4WS, using Routh Hurwitz criteria, and a 
steady-state analysis are detailed for the fixed and free steering control vehicle models. 
The low speed transient behavior of the two DOF fixed steering control vehicle, in 
the presence of time lagged tire side force and RWCs derived in Chapter 4, is analyzed 
in Chapter 5. Stability conditions are obtained using Routh Hurwitz criteria. Lyapunov 
3 
method, and eigenvalue analysis. 
The three DOF fixed steering control vehicle model is investigated in Chapter 6. 
This chapter addresses the derivation of various RWCs based on obtaining zero sideslip 
angle in the steady and transient states. Using the best RWC, a stability analysis is 
performed employing Routh Hurwitz criteria and numerical optimization. This process 
yields the most restrictive stability conditions and thus greatly assists in the vehicle 
designing process. The vehicle's steady-state handling is then analyzed. 
The objective of Chapter 7 is to estimate the lateral stability region of a nonlinear 2 
DOF vehicle, moving in a straight line, quickly and accurately with minimal computa­
tion. The techniques employed are Lyapunov second method, constrained optimization, 
and reverse trajectory method. This process could lead to faster and improved vehicle 
designs. 
The issue of robustness of the RWCs derived in Chapters 4 and 6, due to vehicle 
parameter variations, is addressed in Chapter 8. In this chapter a spread tire nonlinear 
eight DOF vehicle model is used in simulations. The maneuvers include constant speed 
obstacle avoidance, turning at constant speed, and moderate braking. 
Conclusion are presented in Chapter 9. 
4 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Literature concerning handling and stability of an automobile is voluminous. While 
the following review is not exhaustive, it does deal with those papers considered to 
be representative and significant in the field of automobile handling. A more general 
treatment of vehicle handling and stability can be obtained from Dixon [1], Ellis [2], [3], 
Gillespie [4] and Wong [5]. 
This review is divided into the following sections: 
1. Derivation of rear wheel controllers; 
2. Time lagged tire side force; 
3. Free steering control of an automobile; and 
4. Estimation of automobile lateral stability region. 
2.1 Derivation of Rear Wheel Controllers 
2.1.1 Non-optimal controllers 
Since the invention of the automobile in the late 19"* century, front wheel steering 
was almost exclusively used to control the direction of automobiles. This steering idea, 
derived from horse-drawn carriages, worked rather well and it was taken for granted that 
automobiles should be steered by this method. 
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In the mid 1960s, Bundorf [6] and Segel [7] investigated improving the handling of 
front wheel steered (FWS) vehicles via state feedback. Bundorf [6] used a variable sta­
bility vehicle in an attempt to obtjiin optimum vehicle directional characteristics for 
drivers. The mechanical linkage between the steering wheel and the front wheels was 
disengaged completely in favor of two servo mechanisms, which provided for control of 
front wheel positioning cind steering wheel forces. A detailed account of the design was 
given by Segel [7]. The primeiry motivation for decoupling the steering wheel and the 
front wheels was to be able to feedback, in various fixed quantities, roll rate, yaw rate, 
roll angle, lateral acceleration, and speed to a controller, in addition to the steering 
command, so as to study various handling qualities of the vehicles. This study indicated 
that feedback of measurable quantities does provide for better handling. Hirao [S] pro­
posed a "derivative steering system" to steer the front wheel to a desired sideslip angle 
as quickly as possible in order to reduce response time. 
During the last ten years, a number of significant technological advances, which 
enhanced vehicle handling at high speeds, were developed. One such advance was the 
realization that the coordinated steering of all four wheels of an automobile can improve 
its handling and stability. According to Sano et al. [9], Xia [10] and Furukawa et al. 
[11], when the front wheels of a front wheel steering (FWS) vehicle were turned, the 
front wheels changed direction and in so doing generated lateral forces and slip angles. 
These lateral forces immediately gave rise to an angular acceleration about the center of 
gravity due to an unbdanced yaw moment. The angular acceleration caused the yawing 
motion thus enabling the vehicle to change direction. Only after the body has changed 
direction will forces be generated by the rear wheels, since the rear wheels were initially 
aligned with the body. The vehicle assumed a steady-state motion only after the moment 
generated by the rear wheels balances the moment generated by the front wheels. This 
finding led to the idea that if both front and rear wheels can move simultaneously in a 
coordinated manner then both can generate lateral forces and thus reduce the delay in 
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response by not having to wait for the vehicle body to rotate. 
Some reported advantages of the four wheel steering (4WS) vehicle were: 
1. Improved low speed maneuverability and ecisier parking, if the rear wheels were 
steered in the opposite direction to the front wheels; 
2. Produced uniform handling characteristic over a wide range of operating speeds: 
3. Improved handling and stability at high speed, if the front and rear wheels were 
steered in the same direction; and 
4. Reduced response to wind or road disturbance inputs 
Since it was established that 4WS vehicle can be beneficial, the task of selecting the 
"proper" RWC has to be examined. 
The vast majority of rear wheel controllers were derived, from a 2D0F lateral han­
dling model, based on obtaining a fixed value of sideslip angle in a steady-state turn. 
This fixed value was usually zero. Other strategies included minimizing phase lag be­
tween yaw rate and lateral acceleration and obtaining a nonzero sideslip angle. For the 
2 DOF vehicle model, minimizing the phase difference between yaw rate and lateral ac­
celeration drives the sideslip angle to zero during the transient and steady-state phases 
of the motion. The controllers were usually functions of the state variables and the 
front wheel steering angle. The gains associated with the feedback states were obtained 
analytically or scheduled based on desired response or by using optimal control theory. 
Sato et al. [12] was among the first to study four wheel steering (4WS) vehicles in an 
attempt to obtain desirable vehicle characteristics. He stated "such vehicle characteris­
tics were considered to be desirable that velocity vector always agrees with the vehicle 
longitudinal axis in any running condition." In other words, he was saying that zero 
sideslip was desired. The rezisons for zero sideslip ais stated by him were: 
I 
a. "As vehicle velocity vector always agree with the vehicle longitudinal axis, vehicle 
behavior can be exactly known and suitable handling can be made," and 
b. "A good balance between controllability and stability can be ensured." 
To analyze the 4WS behavior, Sato et al. [12] proposed a rear wheel controller 
(RWC) based on yaw rate feedback and feedforward of front steering angle. The gains 
of the controller were obtained by assuming that centripetal acceleration at the front 
and rear axles were equal and that at low speeds the sideslip at both ends was zero. The 
theoretical and experimental results indicated that 4WS enhances tracking and steering 
properties and improved response to external disturbance. 
Sano et al. [13] derived an expression for the ratio of the front to the rear steering 
angle based on achieving zero body sideslip angle in a steady-state turn. The expression 
was a function of the vehicle dimensions and indicated that at high speeds the front 
wheel and the rear wheel must be steered in the same direction, while for low speeds 
the rear and front wheels must be steered in opposite directions. This controller was 
implemented in the Honda Prelude Si in 1988. 
Takiguchi et al. [14] showed that equalizing the phase lag between the yaw rate and 
lateral acceleration while minimizing both phase lags improved the vehicle maneuver­
ability. The cars with a minimum difference between phase lag of yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration received the best subjective ratings. The rear wheel was steered proportion­
ally to the front wheel. The proportionality factor was a function of forward speed and 
input steering frequency for a particular frequency range. This proportional controller 
was implemented in the 1989 Mazda 626. 
Nakaya and Oguchi [15] investigated a rear wheel controller that steered the rear 
wheels proportionally to the front wheels. This controller affected the phcise lag of both 
yaw velocity and lateral acceleration. Step steer and course tracking prototype tests 
demonstrated that a reduction in the phase lag with respect to steering input of both 
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yaw rate and lateral acceleration dramatically improved the controllability of the vehicle. 
Fukunaga et al. [16] investigated the effects of the following strategies: 
A. Front-wheel steering; 
B. Proportional steering control for rear wheels; 
C. First-order delay control for rear wheel; 
D. First-order advance control for rear wheels; ajid 
E. First-order advance control for both front and rear wheel 
The study revealed that both ph«ise lag and yaw rate could be brought to zero. However, 
it was shown that it was important for the gains of the various controllers be properly 
chosen and that optimal values for these gains be obtained. If the gains were not properly 
chosen then the handling of the vehicle can be somewhat disconcerting to the driver. 
Strategy E was evaluated by drivers as the best because "the vehicle kept sideslip angle 
to zero at all times". 
Nalecz and Bindemann [17] investigated rear wheel control strategies, similar to 
Fukunaga et aJ. [16], via simulation with a 3 DOF nonlinear vehicle including a suspen­
sion model and a nonlinear tire model. It was determined that a 4WS vehicle improved 
transient responsiveness and reduced undesirable fishtailing motion, ultimately making 
the vehicle easier to control. However Nalcez and Bindeman [17] also concluded that 
4WS did not appreciably extend the overall stability margin of a vehicle. 
Iguchi [18] employed a RWC that used yaw rate emd cornering force feedback. This 
controller resulted in faster and non-oscillatory responses and also a more stable vehicle. 
The yaw rate feedback gain was proportional to centrifugal force acting on the car. 
Iguchi also showed that for 4WS vehicles the transfer function was adjustable to a first 
order system which was preferable from a driver's point of view. His conclusions were 
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the same as Sano et al. [13], that at low speeds the rezu: wheels were steered in the 
opposite direction to the front ones and at high speeds they were steered in the same 
direction. 
Whitehead [19] discussed, using a 2 DOF, why 4WS vehicles cannot give significant 
improvements in parallel parking. He agreed that high speed motion stability was im­
proved by 4WS and maintaining zero sideslip Weis desirable, but stated that "it was not 
known which mode was being stabilized." A new controller was obtained by setting 
the rate of change of sideslip angle and sideslip angle to zero, which ultimately resulted 
in an uncoupled and uncontrolled system for the sideslip angle. This closed-loop law 
resulted in zero sideslip even during the transient motion of the vehicle as opposed to 
the open-loop law. Whitehead [20] showed numerically that the free steering control 
problem can be stabilized using 4WS. 
Yeh and Wu [21] presented a methodology to design open loop steering controllers for 
the multiple input multiple output 4WS vehicle such that the driver can control the yaw 
and sideslip motion separately and independently. If a driver used only a single input 
then decoupling of the vehicle motion Weis not possible. In Yeh and Wu's [21] paper 
the multiple input consisted of rotating the steering wheel to command the yaw motion, 
while moving the steering column from side to side to command the sideslip angle. 
symbolic methodology weis presented to obtain low order and static gain controllers. 
Yeh and Wu [22] also presented a closed-loop design for decoupling control of 4WS 
vehicle using multiple input multiple output as discussed in [21]. However, the decou­
pling control was accomplished by a closed loop controller which translates the error 
between the desired and the output signals into the steer angles of the front and rear 
wheels. 
Senger [23] derived a RWC similar to Sato et al. [12], where the gain of the yaw 
rate feedback was obtained by assuming that the center of gravity of the vehicle was 
at the center of the vehicle and that the vehicle was in a steady-state turn. The con­
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troller revealed the same steering strategy as Sano et al. [13]. Comparison of handling 
characteristic of FWS and 4WS vehicles showed that the understeering behavior of 4WS 
vehicles can be modified based on a velocity dependent steering gear ratio. 
Sanchez [24] derived a quadratic rear wheel controller einaJytically. The RWC was 
derived in closed form for a 2 DOF nonlinear model. The nonlinear lateral dynamics was 
expcinded in accordance with Taylor series to a specified order. The conditions of zero 
sideslip, rate of change of sideslip, and yaw acceleration were imposed. This controller 
performed better under steering and braking than its linear counterpart. 
Ohnuma and Metz [25] employed the Davidson method [26], used to develop robust 
feedback controller, to derive two rear wheel controllers. The first RWC actuated the 
rear wheel proportional to the front wheel. This controller cajinot control both sideslip 
and yaw rate simultaneously, however it can be designed such that it can control either 
one. The feedback gains for any desired system roots were analytically calculated. The 
second controller actuated both front and rear wheel steer angles and can therefore 
control both sideslip and yaw rate. 
Wheeler [27] compared various rear wheel control strategies. He then implemented 
a modified yaw rate feedback algorithm and used a model following method to steer the 
rear wheels of an actueil Ford Taurus. The resulting performance was much better than 
using the front wheel steering Ford Taurus. 
2.1.2 Optimal control 
Optimization techniques have traditionally been employed in the aerospace industry 
to obtain controllers and for minimizing or maximizing various mission related objective 
functions [28] - [33]. However these techniques are becoming more widely used to derive 
optimal controllers in the automotive industry. 
Furleigh and Vanderploeg [34] presented a numerical optimization technique to demon­
strate that 4WS vehicles performed better than FWS vehicles. The objective was to 
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minimize the cost function of sideslip angle while obtaining the optimum gain. This 
method was extended from automobiles to semitrailor trucks. 
Lee [35] also used parameter optimization to synthesize low order controllers for 
4WS vehicles with and without drivers. He demonstrated that the controllers had the 
potential to improve high-speed stability of the vehicle. 
Williams and Rahulan [36] employed linear optimal regulator theory to design a RWC 
using the lateral 2 DOF vehicle model. Since it was impractical to measure sideslip angle 
directly, they used an optimal observer (Kalman Filter) design to re-create the states 
from observable measurements. Leucht [37] also applied this same method to a more 
complex vehicle model. 
Kageyama and Nagai [38] also employed linear quadratic regulator theory to obtain 
a RWC in an attempt to stabilize a car-caravan combination at high speed. Eigenvalue 
aiiajysis indicated that this method was successful. 
Higuchi and Saitoh [39] derived a controller where the sum of front and rear wheel 
angles influenced the vehicle laterzd motion and remained constant if the gain of the 
optimal controller changed. Whereas the difference between the front and rear wheel 
angles influenced the yaw motion and remained constant if the gain associated with 
the driver input varied. The front and rear wheel angles were functions of the optimal 
controller and driver input. Higuchi and Saitoh [39] also showed that at a particular 
vaiue of the optimal controller gain the sideslip was zero regardless of feedback. This 
implyed that the dynamics of the vehicle became decoupled. 
Nagai and Ohki [40] used the method of model following to derive optimal rear wheel 
controllers. The purpose of model following was to force the 4WS vehicle to follow a 
prescribed behavior described by a reference model. The error between the actual vehicle 
and model must go to zero. In Nagai and Ohki's [40] paper one controller wcis selected 
based on the idea that the error equation has negative eigenvalues. The other was 
selected based on minimizing the error between the models. The rear wheel controller 
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gains were found using optimal regulator theory. 
2.2 Time Lagged Tire Side Force 
The functions of a pneumatic tires are essentially to support the vertical load, to 
develop longitudined force for braking and accelerating and to provide lateral force for 
cornering [4]. Therefore vehicle handling performance and directional responses are 
primarily determined by the pneumatic tires. 
Loeb et al. [41] stated that "the forces and associated moment response of a tire 
to various external inputs were delayed. Such inputs include vertical loads, steer angle, 
and camber ajigle. This delayed response manifests itself in the dyneunic (or transient) 
tire behavior that was frequently observed." The tire models used in the analysis of the 
rear wheel controllers, described previously in Section 2.1, did not include time delayed 
side force. 
Lateral distortions of a tire due to cornering forces caused a delay in the build up 
of lateral forces after a steering disturbance. The time delay (result of distance delay) 
is an important transient tire property. This phenomenon is typically characterized 
by measuring the so-called relaxation length [41]. Ellis [3] stated that "at high speeds 
this delay may be represented by simply reducing forces and moments by an amount 
proportional to the change over the integration period." However, low speed behavior 
of a vehicle with time lag tire side force revealed new aspects of performance [.3]. 
2.3 Free Steering Control of an Automobile 
The models, used in the derivation of all controllers previously described, have em­
ployed fixed steering control. Fixed steering control assumes that the steering wheel 
displacement is equivalent to the front wheel displacement or that the front steering 
wheel is infinitely stiff and possesses no free play. However, in reality this is not usually 
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the case. If the directional stability is of interest then it is necessary to analyze the free 
steering control of the steering wheel. Free steering control implies that the steering 
wheel is unimpeded by the driver. 
Segel [42] investigated theoretically and experimentally the behavior of a front wheel 
steered vehicle with free steering control in relation to vehicle design parameters. It was 
shown that the vehicle caji become highly oscillatory and even unstable. Lukowski et 
al. [43] Einalyzed the steady-state behavior of a front wheel steered vehicle with steering 
dynamics. 
Whitehead [19] and [20] used a simplified model of the steering mechanism to analyze 
and explain the free steering control weave mode of an automobile. His explanation for 
the free steering control weave (oscillatory) mode was that in a steady turn steering and 
tire slip angles exist, if the driver returned the steering angle rapidly to zero most of the 
tire slip angle remained implying that the vehicle was still turning since a force existed 
and thus the vehicle overshot the steady-state position and oscillated. Whitehead [20] 
showed, numerically, that 4WS stabilized the weave mode. A stabilizing algorithm which 
applied active torques to the steering system weis presented. 
2.4 Estimation of Lateral Stability Region 
A classical problem concerning a nonlinear dynamical system is determining the 
stability region about equilibrium points. Over the yeaxs Lyapunov's second method, 
as described in Ogata [44], and D'Azzo and Houpis [45], has received much attention 
because of its great potential for analytic design of nonlinear systems. It also provided 
a means for determining the stability of a system without explicitly solving for the 
trajectories in the state space. This method was applicable for determining the behavior 
of higher-order systems which may be forced, or unforced, linecir or nonlinear, time-
invariant or time-varying and deterministic or stochastic. However, its potential has 
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gone largely unfilled. The principal difficulty in applying this technique lies in the fact 
that there was no genercd method to obtain the best Lyapunov function. This difficulty 
was compounded by the fact that the Lyapunov function was not unique and that failing 
to find one does not imply that the system was unstable. In the past the energy function 
has been used with limited success for simple nonlinear systems [46]. 
Lyapunov's second method has been applied to the lateral stability analysis of a 
constant speed straight line motion of an automobile by Johnson and Huston [47]. In 
this analysis two quadratic Lyapunov functions were used to estimate the stability region 
and a comparison was made to the simulated stability regions. Both results were fairly 
conservative. One Lyapunov function was the energy function and the other function 
coefficients were obtained by solving the Lyapunov Equation. Sachs ajid Chou [48] also 
found the lateral stability region using a similar technique for the constant speed and 
fixed non-zero steer control automobile. 
Since it was extremely difficult to obtain "good" Lyapunov functions analytically for 
nonlinear systems, computational techniques have been employed. Davidson and Cowan 
[49] and Michel at al. [50] employed optimization techniques to determine the optimum 
quadratic Lyapunov function. This was successful, but obtaining good initial guesses 
were extremely difficult. Chaing and Thorp [51] derived a constructive methodology 
which was algebraic in nature and "started with a given Lyapunov function and yielded 
a sequence of Lyapunov functions which were then used to estimate the stability region. 
The resulting sequence of estimated stability regions was a strictly monotonic increasing 
sequence and yet each of them remains inside the stability region." 
Shields and Storey [52] used a quadratic Lyapunov function to estimate the region 
of stability. This method found stationaxy values (points of tangency) of a Lyapunov 
function V subjected to the constraint V = 0. 
Another class included methods which did not explicitly use Lyapunov functions. The 
technique involved trajectory reversal as formalized by Genesio et al. [53]. Trajectory 
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reversal is equivalent to backward integration and implies unstable equilibrium points 
will become stable. This fact coupled with the topological consideration, as described 
in Genesio et. al [53], that for a second order system the "stability region is formed by 
either a limit cycle or a phase polygon (with unstable equilibrium points) or a closed 
curve of critical points" resulted in a quick and fairly accurate estimation of the stability 
region using reverse and forward integrations. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
In the following chapters the above references will be built upon. To illustrate the 
concepts various data sets will be used. Data sets in Tables (3.1), (3.2), (4.1), (7.1), (C.l) 
and (C.2) were obtained from References [20], [21], [56], [47], [58] and [10], respectively. 
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3 OPTIMAL CONTROL 
In this chapter, line<ir 2 DOF fixed aind free steering control models and a linear 3 
DOF fixed steering control model of an automobile are used in the optimal amalysis and 
design of active rear wheel controllers. The optimal controllers are based on minimizing 
the vehicle's sideslip angle and are derived using the linear quadratic regulator technique. 
A comparison is made between the optimal gains and responses obtained from the various 
models. 
Uncontrollability and stability conditions for all models are derived. Uncontrollabil-
ity implies that all poles of the close loop system cannot be placed^ whereas stability 
means that all eigenvalues of the close loop system are negative. 
3.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator 
The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem is perhaps the most frequently used 
optimal control approach and is described in References [30] - [33]. For a given linear 
dynamic system such as 
X = Ax + Bu (3.1) 
a quadratic performajice index can be defined as 
J = f + nKn'^)dt (3.2) 
J to  
where Q and R are the weighting matrices, and where Q must be positive semi-definite 
and R must be negative definite, that is, Q > 0 and R > 0. 
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The feedback controller is defined 2is 
u = -Kx (3.3) 
where K gives the optimal feedback gains and is expressed as 
K = R-'B^P (3.4) 
The matrix P, a positive definite matrix, is obtained by solving the algebraic Ricatti 
equation as described in Ogata [44]. The algebraic Ricatti equation is 
0 = A^P + PA + Q - PBR-^B^P (3.5) 
The LQR method always gives the correct result if the conditions of controllability and 
stability, as defined in Ogata [44], are satisfied. A system is said to be controllable at 
time to if it is possible by means of an unconstrained control vector to transfer the system 
from any initial state x(io) to any other state in a finite interval of time. Controllability 
implies that the determinant of [B AB ... A°~^B] is not zero. 
Stability means that the eigenvalues of [A — BK] is negative. This implies that the 
determinant of 
VQA°-^ 
the square A matrix. 
v/QA 
is not zero or the rank is n, where n is the dimension of 
3.2 Two Degree-of-Freedom Vehicle Model 
The yaw-plane two degree-of-freedom bicycle model of an automobile is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. In the bicycle model, the automobile is modeled as a zero width vehicle with 
two wheels per axle assumed. The wheels are located on the center line of the vehicle 
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with the front axle located a distance L/ in front of the center of meiss, c.g, and the rear 
axle located a distance Lr behind the center of mass. The front and rezir axles are steered 
with angles of Sj and Jr, respectively. The front and rear slip angles are a/ and Or. re­
spectively. The resultcint lateral forces, F^f and FYR, exerted on the tire by the road 
are assumed to act perpendicular to the plane of the wheel. The coordinate system x-y 
is fixed at the vehicle mass center. The vehicle's forward and lateral velocities are given 
as U and V, respectively. The sideslip cingle /? is defined ais arctan(C/'/V) % (U/V). The 
total vehicle velocity Vj is defined cis \/V^+lP. V/ and axe the vehicle's front and 
rear wheel center velocities, respectively. The reference coordinate system X-Y is fixed 
to the earth, iff is the yaw angle with respect to the X axis of the absolute reference frame. 
X'> 
YF 
Y» 
Figure 3.1 2 DOF model of an automobile 
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3.3 Fixed Steering Control Vehicle Model 
The linear equations of motion for the yaw-plane, two degree-of-freedom, fixed steer­
ing control model of an automobile as derived in Reference [55] and from Figure 3.1 
are 
Xi = AiXi -|- Bi(5f -f- BiuU (3.6) 
where 
Xi = 
Ai = 
Biu — 
Hi = 
V 
Cp+Cft TT I C r  Lr—CpLf 
mU ^ f mU 
I,u 
2a 
m 
O R Lt 
IzU 
Iz  
Cp 
m 
Cp I'f 
Iz  
(3.7) 
(3.S) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and where u, the control vector, is SR. CF and CR are cornering stiffnesses for the front 
and rear ajcles respectively. 
The weight matrices are 
0 
Q = 
0 0 
R = [p] 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where Q has only one non-zero weight, q^, in the 1-1 position since the objective of the 
performance index, Equation (3.2), is to minimize sideslip angle, p is the weight on the 
control, Sr-
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3.3.1 Controllability of fixed steering control vehicle 
The controllability of (Ai.Bm), as defined in Ogata [44], implies that the rank of 
[Biu AiBiu] must be two. If [Biu AiBm] is a square matrix, this condition can be 
replace by [Bm AiBm] ^ 0. The determinant is 
CUCFLjLfLfm - /,) + iPm-'Ll) 
Del = 
Lim^ 
(3.13) 
By setting Dc\ = 0, the vehicle uncontrollable forward speed is 
U. = fC7fL(/» — LrLjm) (3.14) 
Uc is the speed that makes the controllability matrix (Ai,Biu) rank one and therefore 
the optimal closed poles cannot be obtained. 
3.3.2 Stability of fixed steering control 
The stability, as defined in Ogata [44], implies that the rank of 
two. Since 
v^A, 
must be 
v/Q 
v/^Ai 
0 
qjCp+CR) 
mU 
0 
0 
0 
n  Lr ' \ 'Cp  ^  / ) 
mU 
0 
(3.15) 
If the determinant of the following square sub-matrix is zero then the closed loop system 
is unstable 
0 = 
q(Cf+CR) 
mil 
0 
q[mU^-Cii Lr+Cp Lf) 
mU 
(3.16) 
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By setting the determinant of Matrix (3.16) to zero, the forward speed for which the 
closed loop system is unstable is 
U = (3.17) 
V m 
Equation (3.17) implies that an unstable forward speed exist if CnLr > CpLf. That is 
the vehicle is either neutral steer or oversteer vehicle as described in Ellis [3]. 
3.3.3 Numerical results for fixed steering control vehicle 
The effects of active rear wheel steering on the 2 DOF fixed steering control model 
are illustrated in Figures 3.2 - 3.6. The data used in this analysis is obtained from 
Reference [20]. It corresponds to an understeer vehicle and is given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Vehicle parameters for 
free steering control ve­
hicle 
Parameters Data Set 
V 100.0 Nmsec/rad 
V 0.03 m 
L 2.5 m 
L/ 1.5 m 
Lr 1.0 m 
m 1000.0 m 
Iz 1500.0 kgm^ 
Cf 55000.0 N/rad 
CR 45000.0 N/rad 
Figure 3.2 illustrates, for the 2 DOF fixed control model, that as the weight q on 
sideslip increases, the transient response of the vehicle improves considerably. That is, 
the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues decrease to zero and the real part becomes more 
negative. This implies a faster rise time and reduced oscillation. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 
show that the yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses due to an optimal rear wheel 
controller, in a 4WS vehicle, are better than the corresponding FWS vehicle. Figures 
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3.5 and 3.6 illustrate that as the forward speed and weight on sideslip increases the op­
timal yaw rate and sideslip feedback gains increase. However, the gcdns for the sideslip 
feedback are much greater than that for the yaw rate. Also the sideslip gains, unlike the 
yaw rate gains, appear to be insensitive to forward speed. 
20.0 
10.0 -
£• (B 
•a 0.0 
-10.0 -
-20.0 
-400.0 -100.0 -300.0 200.0 
Figure 3.2 Root locus for 2 DOF with optimal con­
troller and varying q (U = 25m/s) 
3.4 Free Steering Control Vehicle Model 
For the fixed steering control problem, it is assumed that the steering wheel displace­
ment is equivalent to the front wheel displacement, that is, it is Jissumed that the front 
steering wheel is infinitely stiff and possess no free play, however, this is not usually the 
case. If the directional stability is of interest then it is necessary that the free control of 
the steering wheel be analyzed. Free steering control implies that the steering wheel is 
unimpeded by the driver. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of lateral acceleration (2 DOF; 
U = 25m/s) 
From Figure 3.7 and Reference [20], the rate of change of the front steer angle can 
be expressed eis the following linear differential equation: 
vSf = Tf — CpOL/T}/ — kCfiarrjr (3.IS) 
where v is the viscous damping coefficient of the steering mechanism and the torques 
on the right hand side balances the damping torque to determine the steering angular 
rate. The torque applied by the driver's steering linkage is TJ. The second term is torque 
due to front lateral tire force, where a/ is the front tire slip angle and rjj is front caster 
offset distance. The last term is the corresponding contribution from the rear lateral 
tire force when a direct mechanical linkage for rear wheel steering is present. In this 
dissertation the rear wheel is assumed to be steered by an independent electronically 
controlled system, so there is no torque contribution from the rear and the last term is 
dropped. The result is a simple steering system, as described in Reference [19], is given 
6f=l(leg(FWS) 
— 5, = 2.4de); (otioiMl RWC) 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of yaw rate (2 DOF; U = 
25m/s) 
by 
vSf = TF — Cja/rj (3.19) 
where rf = t}/. According to Whitehead [20], Equation (3.19) "applies if the steering 
system damping is sufficiently high then steering angular velocity need not be carried 
as a state variable. Such is the case for a typical passenger car, because damping must 
be adequate to prevent shimmy, a second order system oscillation." In other words a 
highly damped second order system can be represented by a first order system. 
Equations 3.6 and 3.19 can be rewritten as 
Xf = AfXf + BfU + BifTf (3.20) 
where 
» 
U = Sr (3.21) 
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Figure 3.5 OptimaJ yaw rate gain for 2 DOF model 
Xf = 
Af = 
V 
Cf+CP 
mU 
Cn Lr—Cp Lf  
hU 
CFV 
Uu 
Qb, 
m 
-u + 
Cr Lr—Cp Lf  
mU 
Cn Lr^+Cjr Lif"^ 
uu 
CpLf-n 
Uu 
CF 
T71 
CpLf 
Iz 
CF V  
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Bf = Cn Lr (3.24) 
0 
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Figure 3.6 Optimal lateral velocity gain for 2 DOF 
model 
Bif = 
The weight matrices are 
0 
0 (3.25) 
9? 0 0 
Qf = 0 0 0 
0 0 92 
(3.26) 
R = [p\ (3.27) 
qi and q2 represent the weights on sideslip and front wheel steering angle respectively. 
The positions of the weights in Qf are dictated by the performance index. Equation 
(3.2). p is the weight cissociated with the control, Sr-
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Figure 3.7 2 DOF free control model of an automobile 
3.4.1 Controllability of free steering control vehicle 
As defined in Section 3.1, the controllability of (Af, Bf) implies that the rank of 
[Af AfBf Af Bf] must be three. |Af AfBf Af Bf | is a square matrix and the deter­
minant is 
D = C^CFvLriU^Llm^u + iLfLrm-QiCFt^L + CFVmLrU)) (3.2S) 
By setting D = 0, the vehicle's uncontrollable forward speed is 
U = ^{CfrmrjLrilz — LfL/m) + Lrm{CF{LfLrm — l2){—ALu^ + Cpri^iLfLrm — 
(3.29) 
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3.4.2 Stability of free steering control vehicle 
The stability of (Qj''', Af) implies that the rank of \/QfAf 
\/Qf Af 
must be three. 
(3.30) 
The determinant is 
D = [Cprn^Lft/U'^ + mCpTjIzU^ + CF{Tni/{C 
-CRLr{2Lf + Lr)W - ClCRlrrihU 
+CFCRU{CRLIL -  CFLfLrL))q^ 
Solution to D = 0 results in the forward speed for which the closed-loop system is 
unstable. The determinant is a quartic expression and the analytical solution is obtained 
from reference [60]. 
3.4.3 Numerical results for free steering control vehicle 
The effects of active rear wheel steering on the 2 DOF free steering control model 
are illustrated in Figures 3.8 - 3.15. The data used in this analysis is obtained from 
Reference [20]. It corresponds to an understeer vehicle and is given in Table 3.1. 
For the free steering control mode, Figure 3.8 illustrates that as the weight on sideslip 
increases, the response of the vehicle improves considerably. That is, the imaginaxy parts 
of the eigenvalues decreases to zero and the real parts become more negative. Figures 
3.9 - 3.12 show that the sideslip, yaw rate, front wheel steering displacement and lateral 
acceleration response due to optimaJ rear wheel controller are much less oscillatory and 
have no overshoot, hence the response of 4WS vehicle is better than the corresponding 
FVVS vehicle. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 have almost identical optimal gain values as the 2 
DOF fixed steering control model. Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Figure 3.15 shows that eis the 
weight on sideslip increases the optimal steering feedback gain increases, however this 
gain gets smaller as forward speed increases. 
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3.5 Three Degree-of-Freedom Fixed Steering Control Vehicle 
Model 
The three degree-of-freedom vehicle model with roll, for a four wheel steering auto­
mobile, is obtained from Reference [21]. The model is shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. 
<!> is the roll angle, and m, mua and m, are the total, unsprung and sprung masses, 
respectively. 
YF 
on 
us 
YR 
X 
Figure 3.16 Top view of the roll freedom vehicle model 
The linearized equations of motion for the 3 DOF model of a four wheel steering 
automobile are obtained from Reference [21] and Figures 3.16 and 3.17. The equations 
of motion are 
Tn{V + Ur) + rrijh^ = FYP + FYR (3.31) 
Lr + = LJFYF — LRFVR (3.32) 
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m 
us 
Figure 3.17 Rear view of the roll freedom vehicle model 
+ msh{V + Ur) + Ixzr = + {rrisgh -  ki)<f) 
where 
FYF 
FYR 
and where 
h is the height of the sprung mciss above the roll axis; and 
e/r and Crr are the front and rear roll steer coefficients, respectively. 
Equations (3.31) - (3.34) are coupled differential equations with appearing in all three 
equations. Since these equations are linear, K, f and 0 are solved for in terms of V, r, 4> 
and 0 and then numerically integrated cis four first order ordinary differential equations. 
The linear equations are numerically integrated because the analytical solutions are 
GF{^fr4> + <?/ ^ ) 
CR{£rr<f> + H ^ ^) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
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extremely complicated. The equations of motion can be rewritten as 
X3 = A3X3 + BsuU + B3'^f 
where 
where 
u = Sf 
X3 = 
V 
A3 = 
an ai2 ai3 ai4 
021 ®22 023 024 
031 032 3^3 034 
141 042 043 O44 
ail {iJCF-Irl.CF-
m, hlxz Cf Lf + -
•Tr h Cr + m, hlxz Cfl Lr)/ 
U (—Ixz^m + Ir IzTTl -  Iz j 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.3S) 
(3.39) 
ai2 = {UmW + UCFLj-
Ixz hCR Lf Ixz Trig HCF Lf — 
IJCr Lr + Iz -  Ix Iz MU^ 
—Ix Iz C f Lf + IxIz Cr Lr) 
36 
/c (-/.= ^ m + Ij: IsTTi — (3.40) 
<Il3 — {^Ixzf^ahCp Lf ^JrU Ixz CjiirrU 
Iiz m, hCn Lr U — I- m^^h^Ug — 
IXZ^CP ^ FR U -H IZ HUK^ + 
IXIZCRERRU + IRLZCPEFRU)/  
U (—/xz^m + ICIZM — IZTTIA^H^^ (3.41) 
IZ TJLS HC^ 
®14 — —p—2 ,  T T T 2I2 (3-42) 
— Irz m+ Irlzm — I: TTls^h^ 
021 = {—IX rnCp Lf —nis HL^Z CR 
+/R TTICR Lr — nis^H^CR Lr + 
rris^h^Cp Lf  — m,  hlxz Cp) 
—Ixz^m + IxIzTn — Iz (3.43) 
022 = {rrij  HLXZ CR Lr + rria^H '^Cp Lf"^ -
Ix mCp Lf^ + m,' 'h^CR Lr"" -
m, HLXZ CpLf -  IX TTICR Lr^) 
lU [—Ixz^rn + IxIzTTi — Iz (3.44) 
fl23 — ( Cpi- U "I" TTLY ^rr ^ 
•4~C/'Al0 IXZ TTXj HLXZ ^Z*" ^ ~ 
MS^H^CP L/E/RU — m, HUGIXZ' '^  + 
NIS^H^CR LR CRR U + ttiCF LJEJRU) 
37 
IX IZ'FN — IZTTIA^H^^ 
^ rn 
- IXZ^M +IXLZFN —IZTTIS^H^ 
aai = 0 (3.47) 
032 = 0 (3.4S) 
033 = 0 ^ (3.49) 
034 = 1 (3.50) 
041 = -{{—M,HI:CF — IZZTNCP LF — 
WLJ HIZ CR + IXZ MCR LR) 
10 {-h. ^Tn.+ Ixhrn — rrij^h^^) (3.51) 
042 = -{{—MJHLZCFLF — IXZ'MCFLF^- 'R 
m, HIZ CR LR — IXZ MCR LR^) 
lU {^-Ixz^m +Ixlztn-IzTTis'^h'^^) (3.52) 
043 = -{{—MSGHUIZM + MTHLZCF^FRU-
Ixz TTiCr Lr €rr U + Ixz  ^ CF Lf Cfr U 
+Tn, hIz CR err U + (7/j m) 
lu  [—Ixz^m +  Ixhrn -  (3.53) 
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<*44 — 
771 
-Irz^m + Ixlzin-  Is ms^h^ 
(3.54) 
B, = 
—Ixi^Cp U+Ix IzCp U+lxz fn, hCp LfU 
U{^—LXIN, '^H?+LX 
m» hlxz CpU •\rlx F Lf U 
U{^—IZ M,^H'+LX IT m—/ii'm) 
0 
Ixx ynOf Lf U-f nij  hlx Op U 
C/(—/r  M,'^H?-\RLX IZ M—LXZ^M^ 
(3.55) 
3.5.1 Controllability of 3 DOF fixed steering control vehicle model model 
The controllability of (A3, B3) implies that the rank of [A3 A3B3U A3B3U A3B3U] 
must be four. The determinant of [A3 A3B3U A3B3U A|B3u] is very complicated and 
no meaningful analytical results can be obtained. However the forward speeds for which 
the determinant is zero can be obtained numerically. 
3.5.2 Stability of 3 DOF fixed steering control model 
n/QS 
For the stability of (Qy^,A3), the rank of 
v/QsA 
•v/QaA' 
VQsA' 
weight matrices associated with the states and control are 
gf 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Q3 = 
must aiso be four. The 
(3.56) 
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R = \p] (3.57) 
respectively, where qi,q2,l3 aJid 94 are the weights associated with sideslip, yaw rate, 
roll angle and roll rate, respectively. It now becomes necessary to associate weights to 
yaw, roll and roll rate because of the pronounced coupling between them, p is the weight 
cLssociated with the control, Sr. 
The determinant of the stability matrix is also very complicated and no meaningful 
analytical results can be obtained. However the forward speeds for which the determi­
nant is zero can be obtained numerically. 
3.5.3 Numerical results for 3 DOF fixed steering control vehicle model 
The effects of active rear wheel steering on the 3 DOF fixed steering control model 
are illustrated in Figures 3.18) - 3.26. The data used in this analysis is obtained from 
Reference [21]. It corresponds to an understeer vehicle and is given in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 Vehicle parameters for a 
3 DOF roll model 
Parameters Data 
L 3.22 m 
L/ 1.52 m 
Lr 1.7 m 
h 0.65 m 
m 3943.0 kg 
m. 3009.0 kg 
I.  6238.0 kgm^ 
Ir 2226.0 kgm^ 
Ixz 223.0 kgm^ 
CF 84957.0 N/rad 
CR 84957.0 N/rad 
C4, 11300.0 Nmsec/rad 
113000.0 Nm/rad 
Figures 3.18 - 3.20 illustrate that an active optimal rear wheel controller improves 
the sideslip, yaw rate and roll angle responses of the vehicle. This improved response 
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reaches steady-state value faster, is less oscillatory and has less overshoot. 
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show that as the weight on sideslip increases, the rolling mo­
tion tends to become more oscillatory, unlike the lateral motion, where, as the weight 
increases on sideslip this mode becomes non-oscillatory. This trend indicates that the 
faster sideslip angle goes to zero, the more oscillatory the roll and yaw motions become. 
It seems reasonable to select optimal feedback gains that corresponds to the weight that 
does not force sideslip to zero during the transient phase of the motion. 
Figures 3.23 - 3.26 show the optimal gains for yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate as 
the weight on sideslip angle increases. As the forward speed increases the optimal yaw 
rate gains becomes less negative, the optimal roll angle and roll angle rate gains are 
negative for small weight on sideslip angle, but goes positive as the weight increases. 
These trends cam change drastically if the weights on yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate 
are changed significantly. 
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of sideslip angle for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of yaw rate for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of roll angle for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.22 Root locus of the lateral mode for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.24 Optimal yaw rate feedback gain for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.25 Optimal roll angle feedback gain for 3 DOF 
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Figure 3.26 Optimal roll rate feedback gain for 3 DOF 
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The benefits of an linear quadratic optimal controller can be achieved only with full 
state feedback. If the state variables are not all accessible to measurement (the usual 
situation), an observer must be used to estimate some of them. The observer estimates 
the state variables beised on the measurements of the output and control variables. In 
this case, it may not be possible to ensure local asymptotic stability. Nevertheless, a 
control system designed by the lineax quadratic algorithm, and which uses a suitable 
observer when necessary, often achieves outstanding performance [54]. 
3.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the linear quadratic regulator design methodology, based on sideslip 
minimization, was employed to obtain optimal rear wheel controllers. The optimal rear 
wheel controllers significantly improved the high speed transient performance of the 4WS 
vehicle. 
In almost all the literature thus far, optimal rear wheel controllers were derived us­
ing a 2 DOF fixed steering control model, however in this chapter optimal rear wheel 
controllers were also derived using a 2 DOF free steering control vehicle model and a 3 
DOF fixed steering control vehicle model. This analysis was undertaken to principally 
investigate the differences in the optimal rear wheel controller gains due to increasing 
vehicle model complexity. It was shown that the optimal yaw rate gains changed signif­
icantly, as a function of forward speed, with the inclusion of vehicle roll freedom. It was 
also observed, for the 3 DOF vehicle model, that zero sideslip during transient motion 
did not necessarily result in better overall transient performance. This was opposite to 
the 2 DOF, 4WS fixed steering control vehicle model. New controllability and stability 
conditions. Equation (3.29) and (3.30), were also derived for the 2 DOF free steering 
control model. 
The disadvantage of this method was that all states have to be available and therefore 
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its implementation can be very costly and sometimes impractical. Hence practical and 
less costly methods of obtaining rear wheel controllers, using minimum number of states, 
should be explored. 
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4 DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF REAR WHEEL 
CONTROLLERS USING A TWO DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM 
VEHICLE MODEL 
In this chapter, a linear, yaw plane two degree-of-freedom, fixed steering control, 
four wheel steering vehicle model is used to develop rear wheel controllers. The con­
trollers are functions of front wheel steering angle and yaw rate. The main controller is 
based on obtaining zero phase lag difference between yaw rate and lateral acceleration 
for all frequencies. Stability conditions for fixed and free steering control, front and four 
wheel steering vehicle models are developed using Routh Hurwitz criteria and eigenvalue 
analysis. The two degree-of-freedom, front and four wheel fixed steering control vehi­
cle responses are investigated in time and frequency domains. Finally a steady-state 
analysis, of the fixed and free steering control, front and four wheel steered vehicle, is 
detailed. 
4.1 Two Degree-of-Freedom Vehicle Model 
The yaw-plane 2D0F model for an automobile. Figure 4.1, is used to derive the 
equations of motion. 
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YF 
YR 
Figure 4.1 2 DOF model of aji automobile 
The linear equations of motion for this model of an automobile as derived in 
[55] are: 
V- = ^ - CFL, ^ 
mil mU 
(.%!/ + (— 
m m 
^  _  f ^ R ^ r  —  C p L f  C R L r ^  +  C p L f ^  
r = ( )V-(, — )r 
+I^)S,  -  (^)t 
Iz  Iz  
The front and rear tire lineaj slip angles are defined as 
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The rear wheel steering controller is assumed to be of the form 
Sr = Ks,Sf + KrUr (4.5) 
where this controller is a function of yaw rate because this quantity is measurable and 
can also influence the transient response of the vehicle. Feedforward of front wheel steer 
angle, for the fixed steering control model, aione cannot affect the transient response, it 
only alters the steady-state responses. Ksf and Kr axe the feedback coefficients associ­
ated with front wheel steering angle and yaw rate, respectively. Substituting Equation 
(4.5) into Equations (4.1) and (4.2) result in 
CN + CPY V = 
T = 
-)V + 
mU 
C R L r - C p L j  ,  C RK ^ U  
_£/•+ _ii_: ;—L ^  
mU 
CF ,  CRKSJ 
TT 771 771 
C R L r  — C F L J 
m 
) r +  
(4.6) 
)V + 
I z U  
CRLR'^  + CFLF' '  CRLRKRU 
+( 
IzU 
CFL/ CRLRKSJ 
)»• 
)Sf  (4.7) 
4.1.1 Stability analysis for the 2 DOF fixed steering control vehicle 
This section investigates the stability of the 2 DOF fixed steering control model of 
an automobile with the RWC based on achieving a zero steady-state sideslip angle [13] 
(small sideslip angle P ss ^). The characteristic equation corresponding to Equations 
(4.6) and (4.7) is 
0  =  A 2 - H (  [mL) -t- I,)CF ,  LRKRU MLL 
mIM + ( IZ + mIM • ) C R ) \  
(4.S) 
miz mlzU"^ I J, 
The coefficients associated with S /  and S r  are not included in the characteristic equation 
because the steering angles are the forcing functions and influence the vehicle's steady-
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state and not the transient behavior. Routh Hurwitz criteria as described in References 
[44], [45] and [56] yield, from the quadratic characteristic equation, the following stability 
conditions for Kr 
C^Ll+CrL', (C7„ + C7ri/. 
" IPCNLR MCNLRLP ^ ' 
- > 
Equations (4.9) and (4.10) are obtained by setting the coefficient of A and A° in Equation 
(4.8) to greater than zero separately and solving for Kr. The right hand side of Equation 
(4.10) is the critical speed relationship for the FWS bicycle model [47]. This implies that 
if the FWS vehicle is stable then Kr can be any positive value and the vehicle will be 
stable. 
4.1.2 Steady-state analysis for the 2 DOF fixed steering control vehicle 
The steady-state expressions, Equation (4.11) and (4.12), for lateral velocity and yaw 
rate gains are obtained by setting V and f to zero in Equations (4.6) and (4.7). 
i L ,  ^  -UCPCNL{L + KS,)  
5F CRCFL^ + CRCPLKRU + MWICRLR ~ CPLP) ^ '  
V ^ UKs,  [CFCRLLJ + CRLR )mU'' 
Sj  CrC fL'^  + CRCpLKrU + mlPiCRlR ~ CpLp) 
CpCRLlPKr + CpCnLLr -  CpLpmU^ 
CRCPL^ + CRCpLKrU + mU^CRLR ~ CpLp) ^ '  
To achieve zero sideslip in a steady turn. Equation (4.12) is set to zero and Equations 
(4.13) or (4.14) is obtained. Equation (4.14) is obtained by solving Equation (4.13) for 
KR 
Ks, = -CpCRLU^Kr-CpiCRLrL-Lf-mU'') /  
CR{mU^Lr + CpLfL) (4.13) 
KR = {-CRKS,{CPLLF+MU''LR)-
Cp(CRLrL - mU^Lj))/(CpCRU^L) (4.14) 
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If Kr is set to zero in Equation (4.13), the resulting expression for is identical to 
that obtained by Sano et ai. [13]. This implies that the transfer function approach used 
by Sano et ad. [13] and the approach used here does yield the same expression for Ksf 
It should be noted that if JiTr = 0 the rear wheel controller becomes Sr = Ks^Sf. 
Equation (4.14) is a function of Ksj and therefore the stability of the system is a 
function of Ks,. The stability conditions for Ks, are obtained by substituting Equation 
(4.14) into Equation (4.8). The resulting characteristic equation is 
0 = A2 + 
LfLrCn UmCnLl^^ , L)Cf ^ CF ,  Cr _ UmLfLr, ,  
hU hLCp '  '  hU ^Um mU I,L '  
LFLCRCP ,  LRCN TA ^- \  
The stability conditions on Equations (4.16) and (4.17), are obtained by using Routh 
Hurwitz criteria. By setting the coefficients corresponding to and A°, in Equation 
(4.15), to greater than zero and solving for results in the following 
KS„ < [CF{HL{CF + CR) + ML]LCF + UVLRLJ))L 
{{LfLCF-{-LrTnU^)LrCRm) (4.16) 
Ks,2 < 1 (4.17) 
Inequality (4.17) shows that the stability limit for Kgf is one. 
4.1.3 Numerical analysis of rear wheel controller coefficients for the 2 
DOF fixed steering control vehicle 
This section numerically illustrates the stability limits of the rear wheel controller 
coefficients. The data used in this analysis is shown in Table 4.1. Data Sets 1 and 2 
are obtained from References [21] and [56] and represent an understeer and oversteer 
vehicle, respectively. 
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Table 4.1 Vehicle parameters for fixed steering 
control vehicle 
Parameters Data Set 1 Data Set 2 
L 3.22 m 2.65 m 
L/ 1.52 m 1.49 m 
Lr 1.7 m 1.16 m 
m 3943.0 kg 1669.00 kg 
1. 6238.0 kg-m^ 3446.0 kg-m^' 
Cf 84957.0 N/rad 74262.0 N/rad 
Cr 84957.0 N/rad 85340.0 N/rad 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the variation of iCi, Kr2-, Ksfy and Ksj^ with forward 
speed as defined by Equation (4.9), (4.10), (4.16), eind (4.17). Figure 4.2 illustrates that 
the vehicle is stable if Kr is positive. At low speeds Kr2 is most restrictive. Figure 4.3 
illustrates that at low forward speeds. Equation (4.17) is most restrictive, but at high 
forward speeds Equation (4.16) is most restrictive. 
K,, 
•5oao I 
5.0 10.0 15.0 
U(nVs) 
20.0 25.0 30.0 
Figure 4.2 Comparison of stability coefficients K/i and 
KJ2 
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Figure 4.3 Compaxison of stability coefficients Ks^ and 
The stability conditions for RWC coefficients, based on achieving zero steady-state 
sideslip angle, clearly demonstrate that the coefficients must be carefully chosen, since 
the coefficient's stability limits are functions of forward speed and tire cornering stiff­
nesses. These parameters can vary significantly at low speeds, as shown in Figures 4.2 
aiid 4.3, during an automobile's trajectory. Therefore, selecting RWC coefficients as 
constants should be avoided. This conclusion is consistent with those obtained from the 
optimal control formulation in Chapter 3. 
4.2 Selecting Rear Wheel Controller Feedback Coefficients Us­
ing a 2 DOF Fixed Steering Control Vehicle Model 
The technique employed to obtain analytical expressions, for the feedback coefficients 
of the rear wheel controller, is based on obtaining zero phase lag difference between the 
vehicle's yaw rate and lateral acceleration for all input steering frequencies. 
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The transfer functions corresponding to the 2 DOF model is obtained by applying 
the Laplace transform to Equations (4.6) and (4.7). The response of the vehicle is then 
solved for in terms of the input S/. The initial conditions eire assumed zero, this process 
yields: 
a yaw rate transfer function of 
^  ^ H I S )  
0 F + A^S + as 
and a lateral acceleration transfer function of 
fy(f) ^ 063^ + AIS + as 
8F 03^2 + A^S + as 
When s = tu; is substituted into Equations (4.18) and (4.19), the resulting transfer 
functions can be separated into rejil and imaginary parts and the respective phase angles 
are found by taking the arctangent of the imaginary paxt divided by the real part [44]. 
Thus, the yaw rate phase angle is 
^ ^ ci;(aia3u;2 - aiOs + a2a4) 
= arctan^ ; (4.20) (—0203 + + 0205 
and the lateral acceleration phase angle is 
u;((—0703 + 0406)0;^ + ENDS ~  D^OA) 
^ay = arctan 
oeaao)'* + (<1704 ~ oeQs agas)^^ + as^e 
(4.21) 
Let f{u) be defined as the difference between the yaw rate phase angle and the lateral 
acceleration phase angle $oy 
f{u>) = (4.22) 
where 
fli = —U^m{—CFLf + CRLrKsf) (4.23) 
= CrCFUL{1 — Ksf) (4.24) 
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aa = mU'^h (4-25) 
a4 = [MU ' 'LRKR->R{IZ^-MLR^)U)CR + [MLF' '  
+QUCF (4.26) 
as  =  {IKRLU^ + L^)CF + LRMU^)CR-
CpLfmU^ (4.27) 
06 = U'R^ICRKS, +CF) (4.2S) 
a7 = CRCFL{Ks,ULf + U^Kr + ULr) (4.29) 
as = U^CRCFL{1 -  Ks,)  (4.30) 
The feedback coefficients, Ksf and Kr, are obtained by setting Equation (4.22) to zero 
and solving for Kgf and Kr- The two solutions are shown in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Summary of coefficients that 
corresponds to controller 
Solutions Ks, KR 
1 — Qs. CR 
0 RLI—C PL F—MU^ 
CRU^ 
2 C P L F  CRLT 
CRLI+CFL] 
CRIPU 
The characteristic equation resulting from substituting Solution 1 into Equation (4.8) 
is 
0 = A2 + 
^ JL, + MLJL)CF , CR ^ ^MULR , ,  
^ mI,U Urn I ,  '  
whereas the characteristic equation resulting from Solution 2 substituted into Equation 
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(4.8) is 
0 = A'' + 2 ,  CF + CR 
Um 
L^LCF ,LFLCR 
The eigenvalues (roots of the characteristic equation) aje obtained by solving Equations 
(4.31) and (4.32). 
The eigenvalues corresponding to the solutions of Table 4.2 are 
\ ^ F t  M Q o \ A„ = —^ (4.33) 
A., = (434, 
\  _ CF + CR C 
where 
C  =  { L M C R  +  C F ?  ^ A L r m ^ V i C F L f  - C R l r )  
+4C7Fi/^m(Cf L/ + CPLR — CRLR))^ 
D = 2mU\jLrIz 
Equation (4.31) indicates that Solution 1 results in a completely stable vehicle. Equation 
(4.32) indicates that Solution 2 does not necessarily result in a completely stable vehicle. 
These conclusions are confirmed by the eigenvalues, Equations (4.33) - (4.35). 
The real parts of the eigenvalues show that as forward speed increcises the speed of 
response will decrease. Solution 1 results in non-oscillatory behavior, Solution 2 may 
result in oscillatory behavior. 
4.2.1 Numerical analysis for rear wheel controllers 1 and 2 
This section numerically illustrates the behavior of the four wheel steering vehicle 
with rear wheel controllers, Solutions 1 and 2. This analysis employs Data Sets 1 and 2 
of Table 4.1. 
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The results in Table 4.3 confirm the prediction of the eigenvalues, Equations (4.33) -
(4.35). The coefficients corresponding to Solution 1 gives the best responses for yaw rate 
ajid lateraJ acceleration. The best response heis the fastest settling time with a minimal 
oscillations. Solution 2 gives undesirable responses. 
Table 4.3 Summary of eigenvalues for various forward speeds - 2 DOF 
model 
Data set U Eigenvtdues for Eigenvalues for Eigenvalues for 
(km/hr) FWS Solution 1 Solution 2 
40 -5.13 ± t0.9G38 -3.88 ,-17.94 -1.66 -0 99 
1 60 -3.41 ± 11.313 -2.586,-21.91 -1.293 ± il.lo 
85 -2.41 ± tl.44 -1.939,-26.88 -0.912 it: tl.37 
40 -9.95 , -5.96 -13.9 , -8.61 -9.41 , 0.80 
2 60 -7.21 , -3.39 -14.469, -5.737 -6.53 , 0.799 
85 -5.61 , -1.86 -16.869, -4.05 -4.92 . 0.S74 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate that the yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses 
corresponding to Solution 1 is the best. Also shown is that a larger front wheel steering 
angle is necessary for the 4WS vehicle to achieve similar steady-state values of yaw rate 
and lateral acceleration as the FWS vehicle. 
Figure 4.5 shows that the lateral acceleration for FWS and 4WS with Solution 2 
is oscillatory unlike 4WS with Solution 1. For FWS and 4WS with Solution 2, a step 
steering input give rise to a lateral force which produces an initial instantaneous jump in 
lateral acceleration. This is not the case for 4WS with Solution 1 because sideslip angle 
is zero and therefore the lateral acceleration can be approximated by Ur. This means 
that the lateral acceleration follows the yaw rate. 
In Figures 4.4 zind 4.5, 1.0 and 2.13 degrees, in the legend, represent the magnitude 
of the front wheel input to the FWS and 4WS vehicles, respectively. 
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4.1) 
4.2.2 Frequency response analysis for the 2 DOF fixed steering control 
vehicle 
In this section, the frequency response of the FWS and 4WS vehicles is analyzed. 
The term frequency response implies the ratio of a steady-state response variable of 
the vehicle to a sinusoidal input forcing function. An ideal response is one where the 
magnitude of the transfer function is flat and the phase angle is zero for all frequencies. 
To facilitate this analysis, transfer functions for lateral velocity, yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration are derived. The Laplace transforms of Equations (4.5) - (4.7) are obtained 
cind the responses of the vehicle are solved for in terms of the input S/. The initial 
conditions are assumed zero, this process yields for: 
Solution 1 
^ = 0 (4.36) 
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and Solution 2 
where 
G = 
n = 
r(a) G 
ria + 1 
ay(a) UG 
-J/ NS +1 
VM 
AY(S)  
T2S 
{SJTIJNIY + {2^2)  I  + 1 
G 
{SLUYCIY + {^^2)  I  {^NT.)^  + 1 
+ UG 
(^/<*'n2)^ + (2C2)/(<*'n2)^ + 1 
CFUL 
C p L j L  +  L r t n U ^  
HU 
C p L f L  +  L r T f l U ^  
(4.37) 
(4.3S) 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
60 
CFL{LFLRCR-L]CF) . 
LRMU^I,  
CNLR — CPLF 
H 
(4.44) 
\J  LRLZICN + CF) 
C2 = —, ~ , (4.4o 
L^CRLR -  GFLFYJCFLJL + LRMM 
T2 = LLPHCFL{LR{CFL{LJLRCR-L)CF) 
+Lrmin{CRLr -  CpLf)))  (4.46) 
(4.47) 
The yaw rate phase angle with RWC Solution 1 is 
Equation (4.48) implies that the yaw rate phase angle with RWC Solution 1 can never 
be greater than 90°. As Iz increases then the yaw rate phaise angle will increase propor­
tionally. 
4.2.3 Numerical analysis for the 2 DOF fixed steering control vehicle 
frequency response 
This section numerically illustrates the effects of Solutions 1 and 2 on the frequency 
response of the four wheel steering vehicle. The data used is given in Table 4.1. Figures 
4.6 - 4.7 show that the frequency response of Solution 1 is the best. Since this solution 
gives a flat gain response and a small phase lag for yaw rate over 0 - 2 Hz (the region of 
interest to drivers). This trend also prevails in the lateral acceleration responses because, 
for Solution 1, the transfer function of lateral acceleration is the forwaxd speed times 
the transfer function of the yaw rate. 
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(Data Set 1) 
4.3 Analysis of the 2 DOF Four Wheel Fixed Steering Control 
Vehicle 
An analysis of the 2 DOF four wheel fixed steering vehicle with rear wheel controller, 
derived from the zero phase lag difference between yaw rate and lateral acceleration, is 
given in this section. 
Figure 4.8 shows the difference in slip angles for FWS and 4WS vehicles. These slip 
angles for the 4WS vehicles are smaller and less oscillatory than FVVS vehicles, thus, 
steady-state is achieved faster. This is because the initial front slip and rear slip angles 
for 4WS are opposite in sign which allows the lateral forces generated to eissist each 
other in the yaw motion of the vehicle rather than work against each other as in the 
FWS vehicle. 
Solution 1 decouples the lateral velocity from the yaw rate and front wheel steering, 
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this reduces Equation (4.6) to 
V = CP + CR^ 
mU 
(4.49) 
The solution to Equation (4.49) is V = and the time constant is 
{MU)/{CF + CR). Using Data Set 1 from Table 4.1 and U = 25 m/s, the time con­
stant is 0.58 sec. This implies that the lateral velocity (or sideslip angle) decays to zero 
almost immediately. Therefore, the yaw rate equation can be very accurately approxi­
mated as a first order differential equation 
CFLFL -I- LRTNU^ CFL ^  
— (4.50) 
As a first order system, the response will be strictly non-oscillatory and exponential. 
Solution 2 results in Equations (4.6) and (4.7) becoming 
V = [CF + GR) CFL] 
mU ^ mU mULr 
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r = CPLF — CNLR 
UL 
V 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
Equation (4.52) implies that the yaw rate is driven by the sideslip angle, since there is 
no steering angle (forcing term) in the equation. Therefore in a steady-state turn the 
sideslip angle can never be zero. This system response is oscillatory and can be unstable. 
This type of motion is undesirable. For these reasons, Solution 1 is the better solution. 
Solution 1 was also derived by Whitehead [19] by setting V and V to zero in Equations 
(4.6) and (4.7). 
4.4 Free Steering Control Vehicle 
This section deals with the 2 DOF free steering control vehicle. The previous section 
dealt with the 2 DOF fixed steering control, where it was assumed that the steering wheel 
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displacement was equivalent to the front wheel displacement, that is, it was assumed 
that the front steering wheel was infinitely stiff and possess no free play, however, this 
is not usually the case. If the directioneJ stability is of interest then it is necessary that 
the free steering control of the steering wheel be analyzed. Free steering control implies 
that the steering wheel is unimpeded by the driver. 
YR 
Figure 4.9 2 DOF free control model of an automobile 
A simple steering system from Reference [19] and Figure 4.9 is 
uSf = Tf — Cpa/ri (4.53) 
where u is the viscous dcimping coefficient and the two torques on the right hand side 
balances the damping torque to determine the steering angular rate. The torque applied 
by the driver's steering linkage is TJ, the forcing function. The next term, Cpoc/V^ is the 
torque due to the lateral tire force, where Cf is the tire's cornering stiffness, a/ is the 
front tire slip angle zind rj is the caster offset distance. 
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4.4.1 Stability analysis of the 2 DOF free steering control vehicle 
This section investigates the stability of the 2 DOF free steering control model via 
Routh Hurwitz criteria. 
Equation (4.53) implies that Sj is now a state Vciriable and is therefore included in 
the characteristic equation, whereas the forcing function TJ is not. The characteristic 
equation corresponding to Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.53) is 
0 = + 62^^ "i" biX + 60 (4.54) 
where 
63 = 1 (4.55) 
CNLRKRU , CFV ,  ,(mL/ + /,)C7F , 02 = Z h 7 H 
IZ U MIZ 
[Iz 
MIZ 
^ CNLRKRCFV^ , LKRCRCP LJCF , CNLR , 61 = + p z h — h 
Iz  V mIz Iz Iz  
RJIL — KS,)CFCR LRT}{LR + LFKSF)CFCR L^CRCF /A'~\  
—s;;c7—+ T^U +-;s£7?7r 
CRLrmCFTii^ - Ks,) 60 = — (4.0S) 
MIZ U 
If Ks, and Kr are equal to zero then 62 to 60 yields no stability conditions. If Ks, is not 
zero then 60 implies that Ksf < 1. 
The characteristic equation, Equation (4.54), is a cubic equation and therefore yields 
the additional Routh Hurwitz condition, 0 < 62^1 — hob^. Expansion of this condition 
gives 
0 < csU^ + + 02^ + c^U + Co (4.59) 
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where 
CR^LR'^KR^CFRI C5 = 
UL 2 
, ,LRKRVLF^ .  VKRLF .  2 LR KR T, ,  ^  
^3 = (( 72 "• ? + ? T/IZ MIZV MIZV 
2 I KrTjKSfLj  2rjKr Lr 
)CF + ( (  - 7 1  +  „ r 2  +  
IZTN IZ IZTN 
—mvrfKsj /j + 2 rjmlz f. . 2 
{2r}mIzU + muTfKs,  Iz)Lr Lf  2riLr^ 
M^IZ^U"^ IZTTLV 
(4.60) 
RJ^CNLRKRCF^ ,  , ,LRKR^LJ . LR''KR\^ 2 
+ (4.61) 
Iz V viz 
{-KR MURJKSF H + 2»jm/i KR U)LR 3 , 
RILRKSJCR 
HV 
KrLs\  LrKrLj '  ^Ks,Lr Kr 
,7721^2 RI^MLZ^-RI^MLZ^KS, 
+ —5- H 0,2 •> )^R IZU^ IZTTL^ M^IZ^U^ 
,3Lr^K , K,  .  2KrL,^ ,  LrK ,  
+'~z7~+'"17 ~ 
^'•)Cfi)CF + (^ + 7^)Cfi= (4.63) 
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1,'^VRI - H^VRJKS, ^ 2 , , ,RIKS,LR^ , 
2 J- 2 9 ' U 1-2 ' 
ulz 
V^R ^ SF ^ TFLR 
-^)t/ + ^ + 
{—MURJKSF IZ +2 RFMLJ V)LR^ 
m'/i !/•' 
L/ 2IrL/ , Lr 2 
^ = (^+-^+( 
m/z^ ML^ 
' )V + 2^+7^)CrCF' + 
/z IZ IZ M^ 
• +7^)C„^Cf (4.65) 
MLZ^ '  IZTRI^'  
Although Inequality (4.59) is an analytical expression for stability, its complexity makes 
an analytical solution intractable. By substituting numerical values into Inequality 
(4.59), additional insight into the free steering control vehicle stability can be obtained. 
4.4.2 Eigenvalue analysis for free steering control 4WS vehicle 
The eigenvalues for the 2 DOF, four wheel, free steering control vehicle is obtained 
by substituting Solution 1 into the characteristic equation. Equation (4.54), and solving 
for the roots. This yields the following eigenvalues 
X CF + CR A. (4.66) 
^2,3 = {{—LR-MU'^U — CRLJUL - IZUCRT} 
±/{Lr'^rn?U*u'^ + 2 LRLJLMU^U^CR -
2 IZ U^uLr MCR ri + CR^Lj^v^L^ + 2 CR^LjLuIz Uv + 
IZ'U'CRW))/I2IZUU)) (4.67) 
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Eigenvalue Ai is identical to the eigenvalue obtained from the 2 DOF fixed control vehicle 
and is always negative and real. The eigenvalues, Ajs, can be rewritten as 
A2.3 = {{—LrTnU^v — CRL/I/L -  IZUCRT]) ±  
yJ{{LrmlPv^ + CRLJLU + UUCBJIY -  AI,lPuLrmCRri) )L{2 L Ui^))  
(4.6S) 
Equation (4.68) implies that eigenvalues A2,3 are eJways negative and real. Therefore, 
the free control vehicle is always stable with non-oscillatory behavior. It can be inferred 
that the 4WS vehicle with Solution 1 stabilizes the free steering control vehicle. 
4.4.3 Numerical analysis for the 2 DOF free steering control vehicle 
This section numerically illustrates the effects of free steering control on front wheel 
and four wheel steering vehicles. The data used is given in Table 4.4 and is used for all 
free steering control simulation in this chapter. This data was obtained from Reference 
[20] and corresponds to aji understeer vehicle. 
Table 4.4 Vehicle parameters for 
free steering control ve­
hicle 
Parameters Data Set 
U 100.0 Nmsec/rad 
V 
L 
L/ 
Lr 
0.03 m 
2.5 m 
1.5 m 
1.0 m 
Iz 
Cf 
CR 
m 1000.0 m 
1500.0 kgm^ 
55000.0 N/rad 
45000.0 N/rad 
According to Gillespie [4] and Wong [5] an understeer vehicle is always stable when 
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there is no steering dynamics. However, in the presence of steering dynaunics. stability 
condition Equation (4.59) yields a critical forward speed of 67.6 m/s. 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the fact that RWC, Solution 1, eliminates the oscilla­
tory behavior of the free steering control yaw rate and front wheel steering displacement. 
To achieve identical steady-state front wheel steering angles for FWS and 4WS, different 
driver input torques are applied. 
6.0 
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2.0 0.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 
Time (sec) 
Figure 4.10 Comparison of yaw rates for a free steering 
control vehicle with and without rear wheel 
controller at 25 m/s. 
4.4.4 Frequency response for 2 DOF free steering control vehicle 
In this section the frequency response of the free steering control FWS auad 4WS 
vehicles is analyzed analytically. The term frequency response implies the steady-state 
response of the vehicle to a sinusoidal forcing function. An ideal response is one where 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of front wheel steering angles 
for a free steering control vehicle with and 
without rear wheel controller at 25 m/s 
the magnitude of the transfer function is flat ajid the phase angle is zero for all frequen­
cies. To facilitate this analysis, transfer functions for lateral velocity, yaw rate and front 
steering eingle are derived. The Laplace transform of Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and 
(4.53) are obtained and the response of the vehicle axe solved for in terms of the input 
Tf. The initial conditions are assumed zero, this process yields: 
YLL = + KfCo 
Tf A. 
UI = + ,4-0) 
Tf A 
ii = + <^701J + <^/eo 
Tf A 
where the subscripts fc refers to free steering control and 
= {MU{CFL} + CRLL) + RMCR + CP) 
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mU'^CRLrKr) (4.72) 
V/qj  = U {mU^Cn Lr Kg + CR Lr CF ^  + 
CR Kr U^CFL- mU^Cp Lf + 
CF L j CR LKS )  (4.73) 
= -{-CFLf + CRLrKs,)U^m (4.74) 
Tfcg = —{—CRCFL-^CFLCRKsf)U (4.75) 
Sj^ = (4.76) 
= MU{CFL]^CRLL) + HU{CF + CR) 
-{•mU^CRLrKr (4.77) 
Sfc, = L^CRCF + CRKrU''CFL + mU\CR-CFLf) (4.78) 
A = 3^mU''uI, + {{uI,U + mUuLr'' + 
mU^uLr Kr)CR + {Lf^mUv + ul^ U + 
mU'^r\Iz)CF)3^ + {{{LjmUrjLr Ksj  + 
RII,U + L''RI + KRU^LFU 
+uLr Kr - riKs, I, U 
+MUT]LR^ + MU^R]LR •KV)C'f + 
MU^LR I^)CR — MU^CP LF + 
mU^Lrfi i l  -  KS, )CFCR (4.79) 
By substituting s = io; into Equations (4.69)-(4.71) the magnitudes and phase angles of 
the steady-state response are obtained. If RWC, Solution 1, is used then V/c is zero and 
therefore lateral acceleration transfer function becomes UTJCITJ. This implies that the 
phase angle for yaw rate is the same as the lateral acceleration. The phase angles for 
yaw rate, $r/e) and front wheel steering, with Solution 1 axe 
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I^U + IL}L^U + URIIZLLF)C}.+ 
L^L2U^MVCF + L\RFU^)U J {{J^ IZ 
+mLjLrLCF + m'^LlU^)U^CFv)) (4-81) 
Equation (4.80) implies that if 
IMUCPVLR , ,  o.-,\ 
then the yaw rate phase lag is 90°. This also indicates that if vl^ is large then large 
pha^e lags are obtained at very low frequencies. This is highly undesirable because the 
vehicle will respond slowly in the input frequency region of interest to drivers. The yaw 
rate phcise lag for fixed steering control is always less than 90° and therefore the vehicle's 
yaw response is faster that the free control vehicle. This difference is largely due to the 
damping introduced by the steering dynamics. 
4.4.5 Numericed einalysis for the free steering control vehicle frequency 
response 
The frequency response for the free steering control vehicle is numerically illustrated 
in this section. The data used in this ajialysis is given in Table 4.4. Figure 4.12 illustrates 
the fact that RWC, Solution 1, performs very well over the frequency domain. The 
controller eliminates the peaks in the frequency response for yaw rate, lateral acceleration 
and front wheel steering angle ajid is flat from about 0-2 Hz, the frequency range of 
interest to drivers. In Figure 4.12 the solid line corresponds to 4WS and the dotted line 
corresponds to the FWS response. Also solid lines should be compared to the nearest 
dcished line. Figure 4.13 illustrates that RWC, Solution 1, results in smaller phase lag 
and thus faster response. Yaw rate phase angle is identical to lateral acceleration phcise 
angle for the 4WS vehicle. 
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Figure 4.12 Compaxison of gains for a free steering con­
trol vehicle with (Sol. 1) and without rear 
wheel controller at 85 km/h 
4.5 Steady-State Handling Analysis 
In this section the steady-state handling of a 2 DOF fixed and free steering control 
FWS and 4WS vehicle is analyzed. Steady-state exists when periodic (or constant) 
vehicle response to periodic (or constant) and/or disturbance inputs do not change over 
an arbitrarily long time. 
4.5.1 Fixed steering control vehicle 
The yaw rate eind latercd velocity steady state values for fixed steering control FWS 
vehicle is obtained by setting V and r to zero in Equations (4.1) and (4.2). This results 
in 
5' <y,'" 
{-WFU')f{gCR) Lj 
{K^LGW^ + L (4.83) 
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where 
U 
S/" 
= 
{K^JGW^ + L 
WF WR 
CF CR 
From Equation (4.83), for a front wheel steered vehicle, if 
U = I LLRCR 
mLi 
(4.84) 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
then the steady-state lateral velocity is zero thus the sideslip angle is zero. If there is 
no reax wheel steer, Sr = 0, then when Equation (4.4) is subtracted from Equation (4.3) 
the result is 
RL 
AI-OIR = 
By noting that at steady-state, vfU = l/i2. Equation (4.87) becomes 
(4.87) 
AJ-AR = (4.88) 
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The yaw rate ajid lateral velocity steady-state values for fixed steering control 4WS 
vehicle is obtained by setting V and f to zero in Equations (4.1) and (4.2). This results 
in 
n. = +L.) + 
+  £ / ) ) / ( — +  £ )  ( 4 . 8 9 )  
gOR g 
and 
ri„ = U-TIRH^RF {KR^LG)LP + L 
Equations (4.89) and (4.90) are functions of both Sj and Sr unlike the FWS vehicle. 
If the values of Ksf and Kr are the same as given in Solution 1 then 
rU = 0 (4.91) 
and 
r . U 
8J'" LI + {MMLR)L{LCF) 
The critical forweird speeds for the FWS vehicle and 4WS vehicle are 
(4.92) 
L-GL 
= \l-^ (4-93) 
and 
- \l (4-94) 
respectively. Equations (4.93) and (4.94) are obtained by setting the denominator of 
Equations (4.84) and (4.92) to zero and solving for forwcird speed. The critical forward 
speed for FWS vehicle can be positive, but the critical forward speed for 4WS vehicle is 
imaginary implying that the 4WS vehicle is always stable. 
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4.5.2 Derivation of handling characteristics 
According to Wong [5] "To determine the actual handling behavior of a road vehicle 
under steady-state conditions, various types of test can be conducted on a skid pad. 
Three types of test can be distinguished: the constant radius test, the constant forward 
speed test and the constant steer angle test. During the tests, the steer angle, forward 
speed, and yaw velocity (or lateral acceleration) of the vehicle are usually measured. 
Based on the relationship between the steering angle and lateral acceleration or yaw 
velocity obtained from tests, the handling characteristics of the vehicle can be evaluated." 
In this section the handling characteristics of front and four wheel steering vehicles 
are compared based on constant forward speed test. In this test, the vehicle is driven 
at constant forward speed at N-arious turning radii. The handling behavior can then be 
determined from the slope of the steer angle-lateral acceleration curve. Therefore the 
objective is to compare and derive d{Sj)Id{oLyIg) for FWS and 4WS vehicles. 
Subtracting Equation (4.4) from Equation (4.3) results in 
TL 
Of -Or = (4.95) 
Substituting 1 / R  = T/U (steady-state condition) into Equation (4.95) results in 
L 
Of-ctr  = —  +  S r - S f  (4.96) 
Notice if the difference in slip angles are the same for FWS and 4WS vehicles then 
Equation (4.96) implies that the radius of turn will be larger for a FWS vehicle if Sr is 
positive, and smaller if Sr is negative. 
Equation (4.90) can also be written eis 
St-Sr = ^ + (4.97) 
K g 
where Oy = Ur (steady-state lateral acceleration). Substituting Equation (4.97) into 
Equation (4.96) results in 
aj-ar = -K^s— (4.98) 
9 
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Differentiating Equation (4.98) with respect to a„/g results in 
7 = (-t-M) 
D{OLYL9) 
Equation (4.99) implies that the slope for the (a/ - ttr) vs. Oy/g curve represents the 
negative of the understeer coefficient. Substituting RWC, Equation (4.5), into Equation 
(4.95) results in 
aj-cxr = ^L + S}{Ks,-l) + KrUT (4.100) 
Substituting Oy = Ur into Equation (4.100) results in 
aj-OLr = ^^L + Sj[Ks,-l) + Kr^g (4.101) 
3 3 
Differentiating Equation (4.101) with respect to Oy/g gives 
Equating Equation (4.99) to Equation (4.102) results in 
( l- if j , )  = ^•{•Krg+K^. (4.103) 
«i(<h,/9) " IP 
From Bernard et al. [55] and Wong [5], for a FWS vehicle at constant forward speed 
d(S/)  ^  ^  + (4.104) 
DIAJG) IP 
Equations (4.103) and (4.104) have similar forms. If Kr and Ksj are set to zero in 
Equation (4.103) then Equation (4.104) results. According to Wong [5], for a front 
wheel steered vehicle, a plot of Equation (4.104) reveals that if the slope is greater than 
gL/lP, equal to or less than gL/U^ then the vehicle is understeer, neutrally steer 
or oversteer, respectively. The slope can never be negative since this would imply that 
the forward speed exceeds the critical speed. 
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It czm be shown that substituting Solution 1 into Equation (4.103) results in the 
front wheel steer to lateral acceleration ratio which is 
CF * '  
Equation (4.105) implies that the slope for a graph of vs. ay/g is cilways positive and 
as velocity increases the slope will decrease if edl other vehicle parameters are constants. 
Equation (4.105) can be rewritten as 
^ + ^  + (4.106) 
d{ay/g) CR 
From Equation (4.106) one can conclude that if the vehicle is understeer, neutral steer 
or oversteer then the slope is greater than, equal to or less than gLflV^ + WRJCR, but 
always positive because of Equation (4.105). 
As is expected from Equations (4.103) and (4.104), simulations resulted in straight 
lines with differing slopes. The of slope of the 4WS vehicle will vary depending on the 
forward speed as illustrated in Figure 4.14. If Equation (4.103) is set equal to Equation 
(4.104) then a steady-state forward speed can obtained where the FWS and the 4VVS 
vehicles have identical front wheel steering to lateral acceleration ratio. The forward 
speed steady-state, is 
4.5.3 Numerical results for FWS and 4WS vehicle handling characteris­
tics 
The handling characteristics axe illustrated for a FWS and 4VVS vehicle in this sec­
tion. The data used is given in Table 4.4. The values of Ujs corresponding to the data 
set in Table 4.4 is 12.99 m/s. From Figure 4.14, it can be seen that for U < 11,3 the slope 
of the 4WS is larger than the FWS, at U = Usj the slopes are the same and at U > Uss 
the 4WS slope is smaller than the FWS slope. The slopes get progressively smaller as 
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4WS(U<UJ 
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4WS^>UJ 
Lateral acceleration (g's) 
Figure 4.14 Constant speed test (U = 7m/s, C/,, 
12.99, U =25m/s ) 
forward speed increases. This trend indicates that at iow speeds the 4WS vehicle is more 
maneuverable than the FWS vehicle since the lateral acceleration is greater, however, 
the trend is reversed at high speed. 
4.5.4 Free steering control steady-state handling 
In this section the free steering control steady-state handling of FWS and 4WS 
vehicles is analyzed. The steady-state handling analysis for the FWS vehicle is as follows: 
r . 
_ zML + JL 
CnqLr rjmU 
~ L f  1 
— +^R- + 
CftT]Lr CpT) rfLrTnLf^ 
9 
(4.108) 
(4.109) 
(4.110) 
TFTJUWF 
Equation (4.110) is the yaw rate steady-state value for a free steering control vehicle 
with and without RWC, Solution 1. 
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as 
It is well known that for a front wheel steered vehicle the steering angle Sf is given 
L IP 
Equating Equations (4.109) and (4.111) results in a steering of torque 
TJIPWF (4.112) 
GR 
Equation (4.112) implies that if the fixed and free steering control FWS vehicles are to 
maintain identical front wheel steering ajigle then the torque must be proportional to 
square of the forward speed. 
Setting Equation (4.109) to zero 3md solving for the forwaxd speed results in 
Ucri, = (4.113) 
Equation (4.113) is the identical result obtained from a bicycle model of an automobile. 
This equation implies that if forward speed is greater than Ua-u then the vehicle is 
unstable. This can only occur if the fixed or free steering control FWS vehicle is an 
oversteer vehicle. This means that for a free steering control FWS vehicle, the torque 
and front wheel steering angle are in opposite directions. 
The steady-state handling analysis for the 4WS vehicle is as follows: 
"I" = ^ 
SAU =  S, +  ( -  RILR-MV 
Equations (4.114) and (4.115) implies that the steady-state sideslip and front steering 
angles for 4WS caji be either larger or smaller than FWS depending on the rear steering 
angles. 
If Solution 1 is used as the RWC then the corresponding steady-state values are 
^|„ = 0 (4.116) 
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The steady state lateral acceleration, for all cases is 
^ (4.118) 
TF RJWP 
The ratios of <J//r and r/r, Equations (4.109) - (4.118), are very small indicating that for 
large front wheel steer angle zind yaw rate the applied torque must be correspondingly 
large especially at high forward speeds. 
4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a comprehensive stability analysis of the the front and four wheel 
fixed steering control automobile, using Routh Hurwitz criteria and eigenvalue analysis 
was performed. New stability conditions, Inequalities (4.9), (4.10), (4.16) and (4.17), for 
the rear wheel controller coefficients were derived. The coefficients are functions of the 
vehicle parameters namely the tire cornering stiffnesses, wheelbase and forward speed 
and thus implied that rear wheel steer controller coefficients should not be constants. 
The strategy of obtaining zero phase lag difference between the yaw rate and lat­
eral acceleration for all input frequencies wzts employed to obtain a specific rear wheel 
controller coefficients. A complete analytical analysis showed that the best rear wheel 
controller coefficients did not only reduce the sideslip angle to zero in the transient phase 
of the motion but zdso the phase angle difference between yaw rate and lateral accelera­
tion over all input frequencies was zero. This analysis revealed that the best controller 
decoupled the lateral velocity from the yaw rate and resulted in a completely stable, 
non-oscillatory fixed steering control vehicle. In previous literature, this strategy Wcis 
shown to be effective via simulations, however in this chapter the strategy's effectiveness 
was shown analytically. 
Routh Hurwitz criteria was employed in the derivation of new stability conditions for 
a front and four wheel free steering control vehicle. These new conditions, Inequalities 
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(4.55) - (4.59), predict more restrictive stability limits for the rear wheel controller 
coefficients and for the front and four wheel steering control vehicles. It was analytically 
shown via eigenvalue analysis, Equations (4.66) and (4.68), that the rear wheel controller 
obtained from zero transient sideslip angle did completely stabilize the free steering 
control vehicle. New conditions, Equations (4.48) and (4.80), were derived for the yaw 
rate phase lag for four wheel, fixed and free steering control. These conditions implied 
that four wheel fixed steering vehicle yaw rate phase lag can never exceed 90". However 
the four wheel free control steering can exceed 90° at low steering frequencies. 
Analytical studies were performed to investigate the steady-state behavior, in the 
linear range, for the FWS and 4WS vehicle with fixed and free steering control. New 
conditions, Equation (4.103) and (4.105), for 4WS vehicle handling characteristic based 
on constant forward speed were derived. These conditions implied that at high forward 
speeds FWS vehicles are more maneuverable than the corresponding 4WS vehicle and 
vise-versa at low speeds. Also derived, Equation (4.107), was the forward speed for 
which both FWS and 4WS have the same steering to lateral acceleration ratio. 
Simulations in the time and frequency domeiins with the 2 DOF fixed and free steering 
control vehicles demonstrated that the vehicle with the rear wheel steering controller. 
Solution 1, performed much better than the corresponding vehicle without any controller. 
At low speeds and frequencies there appeared to be no significant advantages of 4WS 
over FWS. However at high steering frequencies, the phase lag of 4WS was less than 
FWS. Also the phcise lag increzised with the addition of the free steering control. 
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5 LATERAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A TWO 
DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM VEHICLE USING A TIME 
LAGGED TIRE LATERAL FORCE MODEL 
In this chapter fundamental analytical results for an automobile lateral stability are 
developed. Specifically, the linear 2 DOF, fixed steering control, FWS and 4WS au­
tomobiles with time lagged tire lateral force model are employed in the analysis. The 
stability conditions are derived using Routh Hurwitz criteria and Lyapunov's method. 
The results are mainly algebraic in nature and examples are given demonstrating po­
tential problems of front wheel and four wheel steering vehicles due to time lagged tire 
lateral force. The rear wheel controller used in this analysis was derived in Chapter 4. 
5.1 The "Stretched-String" Tire model 
In this section, the "Stretched-String" tire model is described. This model is em­
ployed in the stability analysis in this chapter because it incorporates the transient effects 
due to time lagged lateral tire force. 
According to Owen and Bernard [61] "The majority of the tire models used are 
based on quasi-static assumptions, combining tire cornering stiffness and sliding friction 
to produce one function which serves to model the linear range and the non-linear range 
of slip angles. These models do not incorporate trzinsient effects." 
A number of attempts have been made to develop mathematical models for pneu­
matic tire particularly regarding to its load carrying capacity and lateral force capability 
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[3]. The model employed in this einalysis is the "Stretched-String" model. The descrip­
tion of this model can be found in Reference [61]. This model was formulated by Von 
Schlippe and Dietrich [62] in 1941 to simulate lateral tire compliance. In this model it 
is assumed that "the equatorial centerline of the tire is a massless circular string which 
is elastically connected to the center plane of the wheel and constrained in the circum­
ferential direction. Tension is placed on the string by a uniform radial force distributed 
to simulate the effects of the inflation pressure. This string has a finite contact." This 
model is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Center plane of wheel 
Contact 
length EHiection of 
travel 
Figure 5.1 Stretched string model, view of contact 
patch from above 
The relaxation length <r heis been defined as 
where T is the longitudinal tension in the tread and Kp is the lateral pneumatic stiffness 
per unit arc length. It has been shown that a represents the distance a loaded tire with 
slip angle must travel to attain 63.2% of its steady state lateral force. 
5.1.1 The mathematical "Stretch-String" tire model 
The following mathematical description is for the "Stretch-String" tire model as 
described in Reference [61] and shown in Figure 5.1. The derivation is based on the 
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following assumptions: 
1. a no-slip condition between the contact line and the road surface so that the contact 
line has the same shape as the wheel path; and 
2. the portion of the string outside of the contact patch rolls in a continuous manner. 
According to Ellis [2], "the lateral forces developed by the tire when distorted may 
be considered either as the restoring force between the tire and the wheel rim, or al­
ternatively as the totzJ force within the contact region." The alternative consideration 
leads to the following analysis: 
The lateral force, for 0 < ® < 2Lc, is 
Fy{ x )  =  - 2 K p a o {{Lc + (r)x - I  A) (5.2) 
and for x> 2Lc it is 
Fy{ x )  = -2Kj,aoi{Lc + (5.3) 
where 
Fy = lateral force 
Kp = lateral pneumatic stiffness per unit arc length 
Lc = half contact length 
X = distance rolled 
Oo = kinematic slip angle and 
<r = relaxation length 
For large x Equation (5.3) reduces to 
Fy = —2Kpao{Lc + o")^ (5.4) 
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where the term 2Kp(i/c + is equivalent to the cornering stiffness Ca- That is 
Ca = (5.5) 
According to Owen and Bernard [61], there is no significant loss of accuracy, by 
setting Lc = 0 in Equation (5.3). The result is 
Fs,(2) = -2K^ao{<r^(5.6) 
The time derivative of Equation (5.6) is 
Fy{x) = -2Kf,ao<rUe-^f' (5.7) 
where forward vehicle speed U = dr/dt. Equation (5.6) can now be rewritten, by 
substituting Equations (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) into Equation (5.6), as 
^Fy{x) = -CaOo-Fyix) (5.S) 
Equation (5.8) represents the first order time delayed side force. If a compliant slip angle 
ttc is defined such that 
ttc = (5.9) 
'a 
and Ca is constant then 
d, = (5.10) 
and Equation (5.8) can be as 
<r 
—ctc + ac = oo (5.11) 
Equation (5.11) is the relationship between compliant slip angle, Oc, and kinematic slip 
angle oq. The kinematic slip angle, oq, is the same as the slip angle, a, defined in 
Chapters 3 and 4. According to Reference [61] this model is a good approximation at 
low values of etc and, therefore, is used in the following analysis. 
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5.2 Two Degree-of-Freedom Vehicle Model With Time Lagged 
Tire Side Force 
Transient tire forces are importaxit in low speed directional dynamics. Lateral tire 
forces are functions of forward speed because the cornering force buildup is dependent 
on the distance the tire rolls. Therefore, considerable time lag in side force can occur 
at low forwcird speeds. It is stated in Reference [61] that at small slip angles the side 
force lag is a function of the elastic tire properties and that passenger car tires do not 
approach effective instantaneous response at low speeds. 
The yaw-plane, 2 DOF model for an automobile is shown in Figure 5.2. 
The yaw plane equations of motion with time lag tire side forces are described in 
Figure 5.2 2 DOF model of an automobile 
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Equations (5.12) - (5.15). 
V = —(-m^^r + FF + FR) (5.12) 
M 
r  = U l f F F - L r F R )  (5.13) 
^a'cf+acf = Qto/ (5.14) 
—acr+CXcr = QtOr (5.15) 
where 
Ff = —Cpoici (5.16) 
FR = —Cflacr (5.17) 
ac/ and acr axe the front and rear compliant slip angles, respectively. The front and rear 
kinematic slip angle are 
00/ = ^ - Si (5.18) 
Oor = Sr (0.19) 
Compared to the zero time lagged tire side force equations, the time lagged tire side 
force equations is a fourth order system where acj and a^. are now state variables. The 
yaw plcine equations of motion with first order time lag tire side force. Equations (5.12) 
- (5.15), axe similar to that derived in References [63] and [64]. 
5.3 One Degree-of-Freedom Sideslip With Time Lagged Tire 
Side Force 
This section deals with the stability analysis of the 1 DOF sideslip vehicle model. 
The 1 DOF sideslip model is considered incapable of yaw motion. This is unrealistic 
and it is investigated here only to shed light on the more complete 2 DOF model. 
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Figure 5.3 1 DOF Sideslip vehicle model 
The equations of motion are obtained from Figure 5.3 and by setting S / ,  S r ,  external 
force Fe and r equal to zero in Equations (5.12), (5.18) and (5.19) resulting in 
CpO-cf  Cfiacr V = 
m 
o- . V 
j jotcf  = -aicf  + 
EL - Y. 
— OCCR "I" ^ 
m 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(0.22) 
where 
V ^ 
^OF — O^OR — JJ — P (5.23) 
The chciracteristic equation obtained from Equations (5.20) - (5.22) is 
_ 0-2 3 2o- 2 + (r{CF + Cr) 
{CF -f CR) 
mU 
(5.24) 
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The roots of the chaxacteristic equation are 
A„ = -- {5.25) 
mil , JMU'^ - 4O-(CF + CR) 
w 
The root Ai, indicates that if forward speed decreases or relaxation length increases 
then the vehicle sideslip response will be slower. From Equation (5.26), to ensure no 
oscillatory behavior 
V > + ^«) (5.27) 
m 
otherwise there is oscillation of the vehicle sideslip mode. Generally at higher forward 
speeds the sideslip mode becomes less oscillatory. The eigenvalue analysis indicates that 
the vehicle sideslip mode can never be unstable. 
Application of the Routh Hurwitz criteria [44], [45] and [56] also confirms the re­
sults of eigenvalue analysis. All the terms of the characteristic equation and necessary 
conditions are positive. 
Dixon [1] and Ellis [2] show that without delayed tire lateral force the sideslip motion 
is chairacterized by no stiffness and no oscillation, but strong positive damping. Therefore 
delayed tire lateral force can introduce oscillatory behavior in the vehicle sideslip mode. 
5.4 One Degree-of-Freedom Yaw With Time Lagged Tire Side 
Force 
In this section, the 1 DOF yaw vehicle model in the presence time delayed lateral 
tire force is analyzed. According to Ellis [2], yawing response to steer angle with zero 
sideslip can be compawed "to the torsional oscillation of a body fixed at the center of 
gravity and oscillating under the action of two springs located at the distances Lf and 
Lp on either side of the point of fixation." By setting S/, 5R, V and V equal to zero in 
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Figure 5.4 Single degree of freedom yaw model 
Equation (5.12)-(5.19), see Figure 5.4, results in the following equations of motion 
U'^CF 
<T .  
-^CXCR 
= L/Fp — LrFit 
—CXcf + OEo/ 
—OCT + «0r 
(5.2S) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
where 
Oo/ 
OtOf 
= r 
LFIP 
U 
U 
-tj, 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
The characteristic equation obtained from Equations (5.28) - (5.30) is 
0 — ci^X^ + 03 + ci2^^ + fliA + flo (5.34) 
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where 
IP 
2/i<r 
a3 -
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
IZU + trFi !"  
02 = JJ (0-3/) 
UTI + o'r2 
ai = (0 .38) 
00 — ^2 (5.39) 
and where 
Ti = L}Cf + LICr (5.40) 
r2 = LrCR — LjCp (5-41) 
Using Routh Hurwitz criteria, coefficient oq yields the stability condition 
Tj > 0 (5.42) 
Inequality (5.42) implies that the yaw mode is stable only if the vehicle is an understeer 
vehicle. The vehicle is marginally stable if r2 = 0. If Inequality (5.42) holds, then all 
the other coefficients are positive and yield no other stability condition. 
Expanding the Routh Hurwitz condition, 0302 — 0104 > 0 , yields 
Inequality (5.43) yields an additional stability condition that being 
-o-Fi ±(T^T i +8/;r2 
U < j- (0.44 
because r2 must always be positive. Inequality (5.44) restricts the upper bound of the 
vehicle's forward speed. Expanding the other Routh Hurwitz condition, (0302—0104)01 + 
0003 > 0, yields 
Q ^ + IP{V\<T - 2R2/.<R) - A^YL) 
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Inequality (5.45) yields another stability condition that being 
" ^  2riA + (r(ri-2r2/,) (5.46) 
which also restricts the upper bound of the vehicle's forward speed 
5.4.1 Eigenvalue analysis for the 1 DOF yaw model with time lagged tire 
lateral force 
of the 1 DOF yaw vehicle are obtained by solving the characteristic equation, Equation 
(5.34). This quartic equation does have an analytical solution which can be obtained 
Reference [60]. Most of the eigenvalues are complicated and therefore will not be repro­
duced here. However, it can be shown that one eigenvalue is 
This eigenvalue indicates that if forward speed decreases or relaxation length increases 
then the yaw response will be slower. This eigenvalue. Equation (5.47), is identical to 
that found for the 1 DOF sideslip model, Equation (5.25). 
According to Dixon [1], the I DOF yaw motion, without time delayed tire force, 
will be a non-oscillatory divergence from the equilibrium position if the vehicle is an 
oversteer vehicle. For zin understeer vehicle, the motion returns to an the equilibrium 
position. The motion can be oscillatory. 
The 1 DOF yaw model with time delayed tire side force exhibits similar trends as the 
model without lateral time lagged tire force. In addition. Equations (5.44) and (5.46) 
are extra stability conditions depending on the forward speed. 
The 1 DOF yaw model implies that V and V are equal to zero. The eigenvalues, A's, 
U (5.47) 
<r 
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5.5 Stability Analysis of 2 DOF Model With Time Lagged Tire 
Side Force 
The two previous sections indicated, that by incorporating time lagged lateral force 
the yaw mode of the vehicle can become unstable at a given vehicle forward speed. 
In this section the stability of FWS and 4WS 2 DOF models are investigated in the 
presence of time lagged lateral tire force. In Chapter 4 a similar ancdysis wa^ performed 
» 
without time lagged lateral tire force. The rear wheel controller used in this analysis 
was developed, in Chapter 4, based on a vehicle model without any time lagged lateral 
tire force. 
The rear wheel controller and equations of motion are repeated here for convenience. 
The rear wheel controller is 
Sr = Ks,Sf + KrUr (5.48) 
where 
Ksj = (5.49) 
C n L r  —  C p L f  —  m l P  ^  
= 
The equations of motion are 
V = —{—MUR + FF + F[I)  (5.51) 
m 
'T = — LrFn) (5.52) 
*Z 
<r , 
+ OLcj = oto/ (5.53) 
A . 
"^^cr "I" Qtcr ~ OCQr (5.o4) 
where 
Ff = —Cpoccf (5.55) 
Fr = —CROct (5.56) 
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V + LJT _ ,  ^  —. .  
00/ = 
(5.58) OOr ^ 
Substituting Equation (5.48) into Equations (5.51) - (5.58) yields the following charac­
teristic equation 
<*24^^ + <l23A^ + 022^^ + 021A + ®20 = 0 (5.59) 
where 
0-2 
=  IP 
2<r 
<*23 = 
(5.60) 
(5.61) 
U 
a-ii = (/J  (T{CF + Cr) + + ma {L j'^ Cf 
+LICr} + maLrCn KrU"")I{U'ml,) (5.62) 
021 = [MU{LR^C[IL^CP) MA'U{CRLR — CPLF) 
+CF IZU + MLR CR KR + CR I ,  U)l{U''mL) (5.63) 
O20 = {CFL^CR + CFLCRKrU^ + 
Wm^CR Lr-CpLf ))l{U''mh) (5.64) 
The stability analysis is performed using Routh Hurwitz criteria on the characteristic 
equation, Equations (5.59) - (5.64). Notice that Ks^ is not included in the characteristic 
equation because f/ is not a state variable. For the FWS vehicle the rear steering angle 
is  zero,  that  is ,  =  0.  If  the vehicle is  understeer  vehicle,  that  is ,  i f  LRCR — L/CF > 
0 then eJl the coefficients of the characteristic equation are positive and thus they yield 
no instability condition. If the vehicle is an oversteer vehicle then 020 yields 
rr LyJCpCr 
Ucrit = I (0.60) 
^M{LJCF — LRCR) 
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If Kr ^ 0, then coefficients 024, 023 and 022 yields no criticcJ forward speed. However, 
021 yields 
UC2I = [-RRI\CRLL^CFL))-MUCF-^CR) 
^mMCpLf - CRLr)Y'''l{m{KrCRLrY''') (5.66) 
and 020 yields 
= ±yjL 'CjCrly l{ -CFCRLKr + miCpLj  -  CRlr) )  (5.67) 
Routh Hurwitz conditions: 
®23<*22 — 021024 yields 
U = {a{CR<TLrKr + 2I,)-m\CRLl^-CFL)) 
-RNHICF + Cfl) +mV(C7fi/ - C7/?Lr))'/' 
l{m<rLrCRKr + 2711/2) (5.68) 
and 021(^*23^22 ~ "21024) —<*2o023 yields 
0 < + Ao (5.69) 
where 
A2 -{• \J — 4A) Ai 
£/,. = (5.70) 
Y/^\J~A2 — YJA^ — 4A0A4 
and 
(73.4 = ± (5.71) 
A, = <r{2m'^LrCRKrh + m''Lr}CR^Kr'^a) (5.72) 
A2 = <T{2TM}LR^CRLZ — AAMLZCFCRKR LF 
+2 m^Lf^CF Iz -\-2GF Lj m^tr I^ 
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—2 CR Lr TTl^<r Iz + Kr 
+2 Iz^CF m — 2IzCF m(T Lr CR Kr + 
2 Lf^Cp c Lr CR Kr + 
2mLrCR^Krh<r^2CRlz^m) (5.73) 
Ao = O-ilz^CF^'^ + CR'lz^tT-
Strmlz CF CR Lr LJ — Cj^L^vn^o"^ — 
2MLR^CRCF LZTF TN^LR^CI^O' + 
2m'^Lr^CR<TLf^CF + 2mLf^CF^Iz <r 
+2MLR' 'CR^IZ<T + M''LF*CF' '<R -
CF^L/^M^(R^ — 2TNLF^CF CR [z(T + 
2CRLRM^CR^CFLF + 2IZ^CFCRA-)  (5.74) 
Equations (5.68), (5.70) and (5.71) axe additional expressions for critical forward speed 
and they are a direct consequence of tire lagged lateral tire force. 
It was shown in Chapter 4 that with no tire lagged lateral tire force, the rear wheel 
controller with coefficients. Equations (5.49) and (5.50), resulted in a completely stable 
vehicle. However, in the presence of tire lag this is not the case. The characteristic 
equation resulting from the substitution of Equation (5.50) into Equation (5.59) indicates 
that stability conditions can be obtained from the coefficients a22, <123 > <*24 and conditions 
<*23022 — <i2i024 and 021(023022 — 021O24) — 020023- It can be seen that the forward speed 
at which a vehicle is unstable is a function of the tire's relajcation length. 
5.5.1 Numerical analysis of 2 DOF time lagged tire side force model 
This section numerically illustrates the effects of active rear wheel steering with the 2 
DOF fixed steering control model in the presence of time lagged tire side force. The data 
used in this analysis was obtained from Reference [10]. It corresponds to an understeer 
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vehicle and is given in Table 5.1. 
For the FWS vehicle, Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the typical oscillatory responses 
for sideslip angle, yaw rate and lateral acceleration due to time delayed tire lateral force 
at low speeds. The yaw rate and sideslip responses for the time lagged lateral force 
are not only more oscillatory but also slower because the lateral acceleration is not 
instantaneous eis shown in Figure 5.7. 
Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate that rear wheel controller, Equation (5.48), does 
not improve the transient performance of the vehice's sideslip angle, yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration in the presence of time delayed tire side force. As a matter of fact the 
response is more oscillatory and slower than the FWS vehicle. 
Table 5.1 Vehicle parameters for 
free control steering 
Parameters Data Set 
Cf 65100.0 N/rad 
CR 54100.0 N/rad 
U 1627.0 kg-m^ 
L/ 1.0 m 
Ir 1.45 m 
m 1298.9 kg 
a 0.414 
5.6 Lyapunov Stability Analysis 
In this section, Lyapunov's stability analysis [44] of linear time invariant systems is 
employed to determine the stability conditions of straight line motion of an automobile 
with time lag tire side force. 
If the system is described by 
X = Ax (5.75) 
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— FWS w/o (me lag side foroe 
—— FWS iwth erne lap side fofoe 
1.0 2.0 
time (sec) 
3.0 4.0 
Figure 5.5 Compaxison of FWS sideslip response at 15 
km/hr 
where x is a state vector (n vector) and A is a nxn constant nonsingular matrix. A 
necessary and sufficient condition that the equilibrium state x=0 be asymptotically 
stable in the large is that, given any positive-definite Hermitian (or real symmetric) 
matrix Q, there exist a positive definite Hermitian (or real symmetric) matrix P such 
that 
-Q = A^P + PA (5.76) 
The scalar function x'^Px is a Lyapunov function for this system. The final result does 
not depend on a paxticular Q chosen as long it is positive definite. 
For the vehicle model with time lag tire lateral force the state vector in Equation 
(5.75) is 
x"^  = [V r ACF ttcr] (5.77) 
From Equations (5.12-5.19), (5.48) and Sj equal zero because only the stability of straight 
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Q = 
0 0 0 
0 gi 0 0 
0 0 gi 0 
(5.80) 
0 0 0 5i 
To obtain P, Equation (5.76) must be solved. Since P is a symmetric four by four 
matrix, only ten elements (p's) of the P matrix need to be found. The P matrix 
obtained by solving Equations (5.81) - (5.90) is verified for positive definiteness by 
Sylvester's criterion. This criterion states that all successive principal minors of P must 
be positive. 
n 2pi3 + 2pi4 U = 1- QI 
A 
Q _ P23 + P24 -Up\\<r + LjPiz-p\A Lr -puKlf^ 
(5.81) 
(5.82) 
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0 
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0 = 
0 = 
0 = 
P33 + P34 O" Iz + Lf CpPi2 0"m + Upi3 mis 
tr <rm/j 
P34 + P44 CfiPii <T Iz — Lr CRPI2 0"M + Upi4 TTlI. 
<r amiz 
—2 Upi2 <T + 2LfP23 ~ 2p24 2 j324 fcr 
<T 
-UPL3<R+LFP33-P34LR -  PM K-_ 
A 
CPPNO^H + LF CFP220'M -f UP^ZMLZ 
AMIZ 
-UpuO-+ L/Pm- P44 Lr -  P44 K _ 
(T 
CRPI2 <RLZ — LR CRP22 O"FN + UP24 MIZ 
<rmlz 
2CFPI3<RIZ + 2LF CPPIZO'M + 2UP33ML 
AMLZ 
CFPIA<J'IZ + LFCFP240'M+ UP^AML, 
<rmlz 
CRPiz<TIZ - LrCRP23<rm + UpzAmlz 
AMH 
+ 93 
(5.83) 
(5.84) 
(5.85) 
(5.86) 
(5.87) 
(5.88) 
(5.89) 
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2CRPI4ERIZ-2LRCRP24<RM + 2UP44MI^ 0 = h 94 
A-MIX 
(5.90) 
Notice that Equations (5.81) - (5.90) are linear in the p's and an analytic expression for 
each p was obtained using MAPLE [69]. These expressions were not included because 
they are tremendously large. However, it can be shown numerically that Lyapunov 
stability analysis predict the identical critical forward speed Routh Hurwitz criteria. 
To show this, substitute the data from Table 5.1 into Equations (5.81) - (5.90) and solve 
for the p's in terms of forward speed. The critical forward speed is then obtained by 
solving for their values where Sylvester criterion is violated. 
5.7 Steady-State Analysis 
In this section, the steady-state analysis of a FWS and 4WS, 2 DOF, time lagged 
lateral force vehicle model is carried out. Setting V, R, DJ and DR to zero in Equations 
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(5.12) - (5.19) and (5.48) results in 
0 = —{—mUr + FF-hFn) 
T7l 
0 = UhPF-LrFR) 
OCF = Ok)/ 
QEcr — ®0r 
(5.91) 
(5.92) 
(5.93) 
(5.94) 
where 
FF = —CfQcf 
FR = —CROCT 
(5.95) 
(5.96) 
acf and aa- are the front and rear compliant slip angles, respectively. The front and rear 
kinematic slip angle are 
OTQJ V + Ljr .  = (5.97) 
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OWr = ^ - Sr (5.9S) 
Equations (5.93) and (5.94) show that the compliant slip angles and the kinematic slip 
angles are the Scime. Simultaneously solving Equations (5.91) - (5.98) yield 
= IR{KS,{CRMU''LR + CFCRLLF) + 
CpCRLLr + CRCpLUKr)!^ (5.99) 
f u = UCFCRL{KS , -1 ) I/^ (5.100) 
^ | „  =  U ' 'mCKLr{Ks , - \ ) IA  (o . lO l )  
°I  
= U''mCFLj{Ks,-l)l^ (5.102) 
OR 
'/ 
where 
A = U'^miCRLr -CpLf) L'^CFCR 
+U^KrLCFCR (5.103) 
By setting Ksf and Kr to zero in Equations (5.99) - (5.102), the steady- state equations 
for the FWS vehicle can be obtained. Equations (5.99) and (5.100) are the identical 
equations obtained in Chapter 4 for a 2 DOF, no time lag lateral force vehicle model. 
The lag factor (tire relaxation length) does not appear in any of these equations, implying 
that this factor is involved only in the transient behavior of the vehicle. Equations (5.101) 
and (5.102) imply 
ACF . CRHR 
dcr CFLJ  
Equation (5.104) implies that if the vehicle is oversteer, neutral steer or understeer then 
steady state OLCJ is less than, equai to or greater than OLO--, respectively. Equations (5.100) 
and (5.101) yield 
r . CpL 
(5.104) 
ACF ULRW. 
(5.105) 
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Equations (5.100) and (5.102) yield 
r , CRL (5.106) 
acr ' ULjm 
Equations (5.105) and (5.106) implies that if U or m increases then the steady-state 
ratio decreases. 
5.8 Chapter Summary 
New stability conditions, Equations (5.25) and (5.26), ajid Inequalities (5.44) and 
(5.46), were derived in this chapter. These stability conditions showed that at low 
forward speeds time lag tire lateral force can be the source of highly oscillatory behavior 
and introduced instabilities due to the tire time lag factor, for the 1 DOF sideslip and 
yaw motions. 
Additional new stability conditions, Equations (5.68), (5.70) and (5.71), were de­
rived from Routh Hurwitz criteria for the 2 DOF handling model. These new stability 
conditions are a direct consequence of the time lagged lateral tire force and imposed 
restrictions on the maximum forward speed. Identical stability conditions were obtained 
from Routh Hurwitz criteria and Lyapunov's method. 
It W£is also shown numerically that the introduction of a rear wheel controller did 
not eliminate or reduce the oscillatory problem associated with time lagged tire side. 
A steady-state analysis was performed and this indicated that the effect of delayed 
tire lateral force was present only in the transient behavior of the vehicle. Therefore 
the time lagged lateral force vehicle steady-state behavior is identical to the zero time 
lagged lateral force vehicle. 
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6 DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF REAR WHEEL 
CONTROLLERS USING A THREE 
DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM ROLL VEHICLE MODEL 
In this chapter, a linear three degree-of-freedom (3 DOF), fixed steering control, four 
wheel steering vehicle model is used to develop and analyze reax wheel controllers. This 
model is the same model as used in Chapter 4 but with the incorporation of a roll degree 
of freedom. The controllers are based on obtaining zero sideslip angle and are functions 
of front steering angle, yaw rate, roll rate and roll angle. The responses of the 3 DOF 
vehicle model, with and without rear wheel controllers, are investigated in both time and 
frequency domains analytically and through simulations. Stability conditions for the 3 
DOF vehicle are derived using Routh Hurwitz criteria. These conditions are further 
investigated via numerical optimization within a prescribed design space in an attempt 
to determine the most restrictive stability conditions. Finally, a steady-state analysis is 
then performed to compare the handling behavior of the model with and without rear 
wheel steering. 
6.1 Three Degree-of-Freedom Roll Model 
A 3 DOF model for the four wheel steering automobile is obtained from Reference 
[21] and can be seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1 Top view of the roll freedom vehicle model 
The equations of motion are 
m {yUr)rrish^ = F yf'^P yr 
IZT + IXZ^ = L/FYF -  LRFVR 
+ msh{V + UT)  + IxsT- = —+ {msgh — 
where 
FYF = CF{^!r<t> -'rSf ^ ) and 
FYR = CFL(ERR0 +  H JJ——) 
and where 
c^ = Total roll damping 
h = Distance from c.g of sprung mass to roll center 
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m 
m, 
us 
Figure 6.2 Rear view of the roll freedom vehicle model 
Ii = Roll moment of inertia 
Ixz = Roll-yaw product of inertia 
Ij = Yaw moment inertia 
k,^ = Total roll stiffness 
m, = Vehicle sprung mass 
e/r = Front roll steer coefficient 
6rr = Rear roll steer coefficient 
Equations (6.1) - (6.3) can be rewritten as first order four ordinary differential equations 
X3 = A3X3 + BsuU + (6.6) 
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V 
r 
<F> 
ail Oi2 Ol3 Oi4 
021 022 O23 O24 
031 O32 O33 O34 
041 O42 O43 O44 
{IJCF-hhCp-
m, HLXZ CPLF + Ixz^CR — 
h h CR + m, hlxz CR LR)/  
U  ( — +  I X I Z ' M  —  I Z  
{UmU^ + I ,Z^CFLf-
hz m.s hCR Lr"^ -  Iiz rris hCp L/^ -
Ixz^ Cr Lr + Iz - 4 Iz mU"" 
-IrlzCpLf + IrlzCRLr)! 
U [—Ixz^m + Ij.Izm — Iz 
(/„ m, hCp Lf efr U -  Ixz^CR Crr u -
Ixz t^s HCR Lr Crr U — L rTia^h^Ug — 
I l l  
Ixz^Cp e/r U + /r ITlj hUk^, + 
Ix Iz CrETTU + Ix Iz C f  ^fr U)l 
U[-hz^m + IxIzm-Izm,''h') (6.11) 
Iz tn, hc^ 
= ~7~2—7T1 } TU 
-Ixz m + Ix Izrn — Izrris^h^ 
021 = {~IX VICF LJ — TTI5 HLXZ CR 
+/x ^ CR LR — NIF^H^CR LR + 
rris^h^CF Lf ~ "ij hlxz Cp) 
^m + Ixiz'm — Iznis^h^^ (6.13) 
022 = {rris hlxz CR Lr + m^h'^CF L/^ — 
IXMCFLF^+MS^H' 'CRLR' ' -
m, HIXZCF Lf — IXTTICR Lr^) 
lU (^—Ixz^m+Ixlzfri —IzTTij^h'^^ (6.14) 
123 = {-Ix mCR Lr err U + "l, hlxz Cr e^r U 
+UK^ IXZ m + m, HLXZ CF^FRU — 
M,^H^CF LF E.FRU — m, HUGLXZ'FN + 
Vfla^H^CR Lr £rrU + IXTT ICF Lf Cfr U) 
^m +IxIzTTi—IziUs^h^^ (6.15) 
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031 = 0 
032 = 0 
®33 = 0 
<*34 = 1 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
041 = — ((—TTij/i/j CiT —/rzjnCf IT/— 
m, hiz CR + Ixz ttiCR Lr) 
lU [-Ixz^m + Ixlzm-Iz ) (6.21) 
042 = —{{—MSHIZCFLF — IXZMCFLF^ + 
m, hiz CR Lr -  Ixz mCn Lr^) 
2m +  / r / rm- / ,m ,V) )  (6 .22 )  
043 = —{{—msghUIzTn + mshlzCFefrU — 
Ixz mCR Lr Crr U + Ixz mCp Lf Cjr U 
+m, hIz CR Crr U + k^UIzm) 
IU(-Ixz^m+IxIzm-Izm,^h'')) (6.23) 
a44 — 
—Ixz^M + Ix IZFTI — Iz RRIS'^K^ 
(6.24) 
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Ba = (6.25) 
-Irz^Cp U+T^ U Cp C/+Itz m, hCp L r U 
U(-ITM.^K^+R^HM-UX^M) 
TTij ftlxz CpU^lx nCp Lf U-'frit^h^Cp L f U 
U{^—Iz m,^k?+Ix h m— 
0 
Ixz mCp LfU+m, hIzCpU 
U(—It m,^h?+Iz /i m—/ri^TTi) 
Equations (6.6) - (6.25) are used in aJl analyticcd and numerical analysis performed in 
this chapter. 
6.2 Rear Wheel Steering Controllers 
In this section rear wheel controllers are derived based on a 3 DOF roll vehicle model. 
Equation (6.6). Rear Wheel Controllers 1 and 2 are assumed to be of the form 
= KS,ISF 
SR, = KRIUR 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
where Ks^ and Kr\ are obtained from zero steady-state sideslip condition. 
The steady-state equations are obtained by setting f, V", 0 and (f) to zero in Equations 
(6.1) - (6.5). The resiilting equations axe solved simultaneously to obtain 
r,, = 
05a — 
K, = 
Ai = 
LCFCR{k^ - m^gh)U{Sj - Sr)/Ai 
CFCRMSHU^LISR-SF)FAI 
{-U^ERRMSHLCR + {K^- RRIAGH) 
(LLRCRU -  MLFU^))CFSF -
{U^ejrLmsh -1- {k^ ~ rrisgh) 
{LLJUCRCF -  U^CRMLR))SRL^L 
(—Lm,  H)CR CP K^^ -|- {LRRIA H)CR CF ^/r + 
{-LM,H)CRCF^TR + {M^GHLJ -
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
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LF)MCF + LR -  M,GHLR)MCR 
. CR CF (-m,gh + fe^) 
IP 
The expression for Equation (6.32), is obttiined by substituting Equation (6.26) 
into Equation (6.30) and solving for the Ksf^ which results in zero steady-state sideslip. 
The same method is employed to obtain an expression for AVi, Equation (6.33). 
^ _ CF{{msherrLCr)l{k^-msgh)+mLf)lP + LL/Cr .  .  
" ~ CR{{MMIRLCF)L{H-M,HG)-\ 'MLR)U' '  + LLJCF ^ 
^ maherr  ,  mLf Lr /C 
— I r + 77; 777 
— nisgh LCR 
Equations (6.32) and (6.33) implies that the direction of the rear steer angle now depends 
on roll related parameters in addition to forward speed, cornering stiffnesses and vehicle 
wheelbase. The inclusion of roll related parameters is a major difference between rear 
wheel controllers derived using the 2 and 3 DOF vehicle model. 
Rear Wheel Controller 3 is 
CF, CRLR-CFLF-MU\^ ,,,,, 
= -C-/'  ^
This controller Wcis derived, in Chapter 4, based on zero phase angle difference between 
yaw rate and lateral acceleration and performed excellently when used on a linear 2 
DOF vehicle model. 
To account for the error due to rolling another RWC, Equation (6.35) is proposed. 
Rear Wheel Controller 4, ^^4, involved yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate feedback. 
where 
SrA — + KrAUr + K^<f> + (6.35) 
tr F^SHLXZLJ + IXLZ) 
~  ~ n  ( T  T  T2 u r  r  \  
^R\*X*Z ^XZ 
Kr4 = -{{-Irz^rn -  Iz m)/ 
{CR + m, HIRZ LR — 
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/r  ^ z))) — (((—C'r Lr + Cp Lj)Iz Ix + 
NIT HLXZ CPLF^ — IXZ^C f  IIF + 
hlxz Cr Lr^ + IX^Cr Lr)l 
{CR U^IXZ"  + m, hlx^ Lr -  Ix Q) (6.37) 
= {{{CRerr + CF£fr)IzIr + imshk^ 
—TMj H 3)IZ NIG HLXZ CR I'R 
—Ixz^Gr Err — Ixz^Cp C/r 
+ma HLXZ CP LJ ^FR)L 
CR {IXZ^  + m, hlxz Lr -  Ix Iz)) (6.38) 
TR. _ -HRRISHC^ , 
- CR{IxIz-Pxz-mMrzLr) 
The feedback coefficients of RWC 4 are selected such that sideslip angle decreases to 
zero as quickly as possible, that is, the lateral velocity equation is completely decoupled. 
To accomplish the decoupling of V, RWC 4 is substituted into Equations (6.6) and the 
feedback expressions. Equations (6.36) - (6.39), are chosen such that they canceled the 
coefficients of Sj^r, <f> and ^ leaving only the coefficient of the V term of the V equation. 
6.2.1 Numerical analysis of rear wheel controllers 1-4 
In this section the performance of RWC 1 through 4 are analyzed numerically using 
the 3 DOF roll vehicle model. Equation (6.6). The data used in this analysis was obtained 
from References [21] and [56] aind is shown in Table 6.1. The data sets correspond to an 
understeer and oversteer vehicle, respectively. 
The roll related parameters which axe not present in the 2 DOF model can signif­
icantly influence the feedback coefficient values. In this analysis e/r = 0.0 ajid err = 
-0.1. 
Figure 6.3 shows that at low forward speeds both Kri and are negative. This 
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Table 6.1 Vehicle parameters for 3 DOF 
roll model 
Parameters Data Set 1 Data Set 2 
L 3.22 m 2.65 m 
L/ 1.52 m 1.49 m 
Lr 1.7 m 1.16 m 
h 0.65 m 0.59 m 
m 3943.0 kg 1669.0 kg 
m. 3009.0 kg 1502.0 kg 
Iz 6238.0 kgm^ 3446.0 kgm^ 
Ix 2226.0 kgm^ 885.20 kgm^ 
Irz 223.0 kgm^ 0.0 kgm^ 
C/ 84957.0 N/rad 74262.0 N/rad 
Cr 84957.0 N/rad 85340.0 N/rad 
11300.0 Nmsec/rad 1864.9 Nmsec/rad 
113000.0 Nm/rad 18649.0 Nm/rad 
implies that at low speeds the rear wheels are steered in the opposite direction to the 
front wheels. It also shows that the values for Kri changes very little, unlike those for 
KS,, .  
Figures 6.4 - 6.6 illustrate that RWC 2 performs the best overall followed closely by 
RWC 3. Best implies fastest response with minimal oscillation and overshoot about the 
steady-state. The deviation from zero steady-state sideslip for RWC 3 is due to the roll 
steer effect in the three degree of freedom model. The angles in the legend of Figures 
6.4 - 6.9 represent the front wheel steering input. 
Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show that RWC 2 performs better than RWC 4, even though 
RWC 4 allows sideslip angle to decrease almost immediately to zero, that is, the transient 
value of sideslip angle is zero. This is a significant difference from the 2 DOF vehicle 
model analysis which showed vastly superior performance if the sideslip angle decreases 
to zero during the transient phase of the motion. The poor performance of RWC 4 is 
due to the fact that the gains of the roll angle and rate are not "right". These gains are 
not easy to select since the modes of the vehicle are coupled. 
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km/hr, Data Set 1 Table 6.1) 
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6.3 Frequency Response Analysis for the 3 DOF Roll Model 
In this section, the frequency response of the FWS and 4WS vehicles is ajialyzed. 
The term frequency response implies the ratio of steady-state response of the vehicle to 
a sinusoidal steering forcing function. An ideal response is one where the magnitude of 
the transfer function is flat and the phase angle is zero for all frequencies. To facilitate 
this analysis, transfer functions for lateral velocity, yaw rate, and roll angle are derived. 
Equations (6.1) - (6.5) and RWC 2 are Laplace transformed, and expressions for the 
response of the vehicle yaw rate, lateral velocity and roll angle are obtained. If the 
initial conditions are assumed zero, this process yields 
T{s)  - i-r2s^ + ri3-f- to (6.40) 
Sf{s)  -I- 633^ + -1- + 60 
V{s) V^353 + K252 + Vl5-^K) (6.41) 
Sf{s)  643* + bss^ + + biS + bo 
where 
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( f>{s)  _  + <i>is + <t>Q 
SF^S) + 63^^ + 62^^ + ^ 
(6.42) 
ra = CpU {rrighlxz — L/m^h + L/IxTTI) (6.43) 
Tj = CpLfmU^c^ + LIiCrCpU (6.44) 
n = {msherrCR —LFM^GHM + Lfk^m)CFU^ 
-{ -Lc^CrCp (6.45) 
ro = (fc,^ — m3gh)LCRCFU (6.46) 
t;3 = LfimshFxz — Tri]h^ + 4771) (6.47) 
V2 = {KRILCR-MSHIRS +LF{MS^H'^ 
-I.Tn))CFU^ + CFU{hci,U + LLRhCR) (6.48) 
VL = {CRKRLC^ -  LFC4,M)CFU^ + {-ERRLCR 
+7zfc<^ — Izm3gh)CFU^ + c^LLrCRCp (6.49) 
VQ = (L(K^KRI -  KRIM^GH -  MSHERR)CR 
—Lfk^m +  Lfmsghm)CFU^ +  
LLR{K^ -  M3GH)CRCFU (6.50) 
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^ = (—171, A/z — LFMIXZ)CFU^ (6.51) 
<F>I = —LK^M,HCRCFU^ — L{IXZ 
+MSHLR)CRCFU (6.52) 
(F>Q = LMSHCRCPU^ (6.53) 
The denominator of Equations (6.40) - (6.42) indicates that the response of the vehicle 
system is fourth order. To obtain expressions for the frequency response, substitute s 
= iu; into Equations (6.40) - (6.42). The resulting expressions are used in the numerical 
simulations. 
6.3.1 Numerical analysis for the 3 DOF roll model frequency response 
In this section, the frequency response is discussed via simulations. The data set 
employed in this analysis is given in Table 6.1. 
Figure 6.10 illustrates that the roll angle gain response for the 4WS is more flat than 
the FWS, however the gain at resonance is larger for 4WS than FWS. This is because 
the roll damping of the 4WS has decreased slightly as shown in Figure 6.11. A larger 
gaun implies a larger steady- state roll angle. The roll phase angle for the FWS is smaller 
than the 4WS, Figure 6.12. This implies a smaller delay in roll response for the FWS 
vehicle. 
The yaw rate gain for 4WS is much flatter thain FWS and for a larger frequency range, 
Figure 6.13. Figure 6.14, indicates that the 4WS vehicle performs best at high speeds 
for the yaw mode, since the damping ratio is one therefore is no oscillatory behavior in 
this mode. Figure 6.15 shows that at low frequencies the phase lag for FWS and 4WS 
are similar, but at higher frequencies the 4WS vehicle results in smaller phase lag and 
thus faster response. 
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of yaw rate gain for 4WS 
(RWC 2) and FWS (85 km/hr, Data Set 
1, Table 6.1) 
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6.4 Derivation of Stability Conditions for Three Degree-of-
Ereedom Roll Model 
In this section, the stability conditions for the 3 DOF roll model are derived. These 
conditions are obtained by finding the characteristic equation governing Equation (6.1) 
- (6.5) and (6.27) for straight line motion. 
The characteristic equation is a fourth degree polynomial as shown in Equation (6.54) 
with the coeflBcients b4 - bo given in Equations (6.57 - 6.59), respectively. 
0 — + 62^^ "t" "t" ^0 (6.54) 
where 
64 = Ixmlz — TTls^h^ Iz — Irz^m (6.55) 
63 = CRKrl{—Irzmah + IrmLr—m3^h'^Lr)U 
+C077l/j + + IZ)!X — 
{MGHLR + IXZY)CR + 
(( / ,  + mL/)4 + {hz -  m ,hLjIxz?)CF )IU) (6.56) 
62 — C^MCFI LR KRI U + CF OH KRI 
+(m, HL^ — LR MIJ;Z)CFI + {IR MLR + 
(—m, h- Lr err Tn)Ixz + Crr hi. — 
M^H?LR)CR + (—/X FNLJ + {LF EFRVFI 
TJlj H)IXZ "1" ^/r HIG + LF)CF 
-{•k^mlg — m^ghml: + (((c^/^ + 
C^MLR^)CR + {C^IZ + C^MLF^)CF)IU) 
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- r  u2  ^ '  
= {{EFRLMSH)CF+ K,(,MLR 
—MAGHMLR)CRKRIU + (c^i 
)Cf Cr Kri  + c^m{—CF Lf + CR Lr) 
+{{{-LIrz + Lr m, hLf + m, hLj '^)GF CR 
k4>f + (((-^ (~^r + C/r))/r2 
+£/r m, hLrL + I err m, hLf)CF + k^,  
—m, GHMLR^ — RUS GHL^ + MLR^)CR + 
(—"Is ghmL+ k^ mL— rrit  ghL + 
kt  1,)Cf)/U) + (6.58) 
bo = (—TTij  ghL kij ,  L  )CR CF KRI + 
- 'R{LM3H)CRCF ^JR + 
{-Lmah)CRCFf^r + (m,ghLj -
K^LF)MCF + LR — TNSGHLR)MCR 
.  CRCF{-MSGH+ K^) 
+ (P (6.09) 
The necessary stability conditions of Routh Hurwitz criteria are described in References 
[44], [45], [56] and Appendix A. The stability conditions dictate that 64 - 60 must aJl be 
positive. This implies that from 64 > 0 
IxIzTn > mlh^Iz + ll.m (6.60) 
Since Equation (6.60) is independent of the control parameter Kr, Inequality (6.60) must 
hold whether or not rear wheel control is present. 
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For a FWS vehicle Kri is zero. The stability conditions, in addition to Inequality 
(6.60), are: 
From 63 > 0: 
, + HM)LR'^ 2m, HLR IXZ , 
TIHA. 
C^MLZ C^MLZ 
•  ^ +  k I m J ^ ) C j  ( 6 . 6 1 )  
CTPTFLTZ 
Inequality (6.61) gives a critical forward speed. 
From 60 > 0, if e/p = err then the following conditions are obtained 
a < (6.62) 
and 
> rriagh (6.63) 
Inequality (6.62)implies that a criticaJ forward speed does exist if is negative. This 
condition is also obtained from the 2 DOF yaw plane model. Inequality (6.63) implies 
that if < m,gh then the rolling mode of the vehicle is unstable. 
If e/p ^ €rr then 
- e/r) _ 
ITI^GH KXIS 
Inequality (6.64) implies that depending on the value of the roll steer coefficient an 
understeered vehicle can be unstable or a vehicle not violating condition (6.63) can be 
unstable if Cpp — e/r is positive. 
If Kri is the same as Equation (6.33) then the condition 60 > 0 yields a new criticaJ 
forward speed 
< -(K-YH)CR ^ 
mahLefrLp + mLr{k^ — m^gh) 
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Note if 
> m,gh (6.66) 
then the Inequality condition (6.65) does not yield a critical forward speed. 
Routh Hurwitz criteria yields additional stability because of the quartic characteristic 
equation. The additional stability conditions are: 
Inequalities (6.67) and (6.68) yield complicated expressions and no meaningful analytical 
stability conditions can be obtained from them. In the next section all the Routh Hurwitz 
stability conditions are analyzed numerically. 
6.5 Analysis of Stability Conditions Via Numerical Optimiza-
It has been shown that if a FWS, 2 DOF, fixed control model of an automobile 
is an understeer vehicle, then it is stable for all forward speeds, Reference [47]. The 
objective here is to investigate which stability conditions, from Routh Hurwitz criteria, 
are most restrictive for a realistic 4WS and FWS automobile. Numerical optimization 
using sequential quadratic programming, References [28] and [29], is employed. 
The sequential quadratic programming algorithm is a constrained Queisi-Newton 
method which finds the solution to the nonlinear programming problem by solving a 
sequence of quadratic programming problems. Quadratic programming problems are pa­
rameter optimizing problems with a quadratic objective function and linear constraints. 
The solution of the quadratic programming problem is equivalent to the solution of the 
linearized necessary condition for the nonlinear problem. Therefore, the approximate 
0 < 6362 — 6164 and 
0 < 61(6362 ~ 6164) — 6063 
(6.67) 
(6.68) 
tion 
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nonlinear programming problem is solved via a sequence of quadratic programming 
problems. The basic sequential quadratic programming algorithm is composed of the 
following steps: 
a. Estimate the Hessian matrix and the vector of problem variables. Note that the 
initial Hessian estimate must be positive-definite. Then compute the partial deriva­
tives of the performance index and constraint with respect to control parameters 
via finite difference equations. 
b. Solve a quadratic programming problem for the correction to the problem \'ari-
ables and the Lagrange multipliers. Note the Hessian matrix is replaced by the 
approximate Hessian. 
c. Perform a step-size selection based on some function which measures changes in 
the objective function and constraints as a search direction. This step is used to 
force convergence from poor initial estimates. 
d. Update the Hessian matrix by a variable-metric formula and ensuring that the 
Hessian estimate stays positive-definite. 
The nominal design variables are the parameters in Table 6.1. For the design process, 
all parameters are given an upper and a lower bound to reflect a realistic automobile. 
The stability conditions are investigated by minimizing the performance indices 
while satisfying the stability inequality constraints 64, 63, 63, 61 and 60 > 0 for FWS 
eind 4WS. Each performance index is a stability condition. The idea is to check if 
any performance index goes negative while the constraints are not violated for any 
combination of vehicle parameters in the prescribed design space. Numerous initial 
Ji — 6362 — ^1^4 and 
J2 = 61(6362 ~ 6164) — 6063 (6.70) 
(6.69) 
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guesses were used in the optimization process in an effort to explore all of the prescribed 
design space. 
The resulting dominant stability conditions for FWS are Equations (6.60), (6.62), 
(6.63) and (6.64), for 4WS Equations (6.60), (6.65) ajid (6.66). With the inclusion of a 
RWC 2, Equation (6.62) is no longer a constraint. 
For FWS, Inequalities (6.62) ajid (6.64) gives the critical speed for stability. Inequal­
ity (6.63) is the stability condition associated with roll freedom dynamics. Inequality 
(6.60) is the stability condition associated with the moment of inertia, mass and roll 
height of the vehicle since the rear wheel controller coefficients does not appear in this 
equation it has no affect on the condition. With RWC 2 the most restrictive forward 
speed is given by Inequality (6.65). It involves the terms associated with lateral and roll 
dynamics. The analysis indicates that the performance index. Equation (6.70), can be 
violated while conditions 64-60 are satisfied. More significantly it was observed that the 
performance index, Equation (6.70), was violated when the real part of the eigenvalue of 
the system crossed into the right half plane which usually happens for very high forward 
speeds. The proof of this is as follows 
Given any quartic equation in the form 
A"* -f- cL^X^ 4" ti2A^ -f- fliA -f- flo — 0 (6.71) 
the resolvent cubic equation is 
-f- (aaoi — 4ao)z — a\aQ -t- 40200 — o^ = 0 
(6.72) 
Let 
R (6.73) 
where z is the root of the resolvent cubic. If R 0, 
D (6 .74)  
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^ (6.75) 
If R = 0, 
D = ^M + 2a2+2y/z^-Aao (6.76) 
E = (6.77) 
The roots of the quaxtic equation, as shown in Reference [60] are 
A, .2  =  - J+ f±f  (6- 'S )  
as R E 
-^3.4 = 
It can be shown that if D is imaginaxy and the real part of Ai,2 are zero then 
R = (6.80) 
and from Equation (6.73) z = a.2- The resolvent cubic equation then reduces to 
(0302 — ai)ai — agflo = 0 (6.81) 
which is one of Routh Hurwitz sufficient conditions and it is the criteria that shows the 
real root crossing the imaginary axis. For this caise 
D = J-4— (6.82) 
V ®3 
It can be shown that Equation (6.68) is equivalent to Equation (6.81) by dividing Equa­
tion (6.54) by 64 and matching coefficients with Equation (6.71). 
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6.6 Steady-State Analysis 
In this section a steady-state analysis of the FWS and 4WS, 3 DOF roll vehicle model 
is carried out. The steady-state equations are obtained by setting r, V", ^ and (f) to zero 
in Equations (6.1) - (6.5). The results are 
r„ = LCFCR(K^-M,GH)U(SF-SR)/AI (6.83) 
<f>ss = CFCRmsWL{8r-8j)lA, (6.84) 
V„ = {-U^CrrmshLCR -I- {k^ — m^gh) 
{LLRCNU -  MLFU^))CFSF -
{U^efrLmgh + - m^gh) 
{ L L JUCRCF -  U^CRmLr))Srli^I (6.85) 
Ai = bo {Kri = 0) (6.86) 
Equation (6.83) and (6.84) implies that if Sr is negative then the steady-state yaw rate 
and roll angle are larger and in opposite directions. 
Taking the ratio of the yaw rate steady-state r,,, Equation (6.83), to the roll angle 
steady-state Equation (6.84), yields 
'*aa ^agh — k^ 
IT ~ ^  UTT (PAS NISHU 
Equation (6.87) shows that the steady-state yaw motion is related to the rolling motion. 
If k^ = rrijgh, then the yaw steady-state motion will be zero, however, the vehicle will 
be marginally stable. 
With the addition of RWC 2, Equation (6.27), the steady-state values become 
Uss = U^{k^-msgh)n^CFCyA2 (6.88) 
OJ 
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T-l" = -{K4,-M,GH)L^CFCLMSHU^/A2 
O f  7 
(6.89) 
Aj = IIM]H^G-MSHK^)L^CLCFEFR + 
(mifej — MRRIAG^H^ + 2MMSGHK^ 
)LRLCR)U* + {2M,GHK^-KL 
-ML^H^)L}L''CFCRU'^ (6.90) 
Taking the ratio of Equation (6.88) to (6.89) yields the same results as Equation (6.87). 
This implies that the steady-state yaw rate and roll angle ratio for 4WS and FWS ve­
hicle are the same in the presence of RWC 2. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 illustrate that 
if either steady-state yaw rate or rolling decreases/increases then the other must de-
crease/increzise to maintain the ratio, Equation (6.89). Figures 6.16 and 6.17 also il­
lustrate that BS forward speed increcises the 4WS steady-state magnitude for yaw rate 
and rolling are smaller than FWS. This implies that the steady-state 4WS vehicle is less 
sensitive to changes in forward speed. 
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4WS 
0.0 1 • 1 . 
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of steady-state yaw rate for 
4WS (RWC 2) and FWS 
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6.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a new reax wheel controller. Equation (6.27), was derived from the 
3 DOF vehicle model. This controller, used only yaw rate feedback and. unlike other 
controllers, is a function of peirameters from both the yaw and roll modes of the vehicle. 
In the presence of rolling motion, the new rear wheel controller performed better than 
the best controller derived from the 2 DOF vehicle model. It was also shown that the 
strategy of deriving RWC based on zero sideslip during the transient phase did not result 
in a better RWC, unlike the 2 DOF case. 
Stability conditions were obtained for the 3 DOF model, with and without a rear 
wheel controller, using Routh Hurwitz criteria. The stability conditions showed the 
effect of roll steer coefficients on the critical forward speed of an automobile. However, 
the most restrictive stability conditions were obtained via numerical optimization within 
a prescribed design space. 
Analytical studies were performed to investigate the steady-state behavior, in the lin­
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ear range, of FWS and 4WS vehicles. Based on these studies new handling characteristic 
were obtained. 
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7 ESTIMATING THE LATERAL STABILITY REGION OF 
A NONLINEAR 2 DEGREE-OF- FREEDOM VEHICLE 
This chapter deals with estimating the lateral stability region of a nonlinear 2 DOF 
vehicle via Lyapunov Second Method and the non-Lyapunov methods of tangency points 
and trajectory reversal. The nonlinearity of the model is incorporated in an analytical 
expression for the laterzil tire force. Analytical expressions for equilibrium points are 
derived. 
7.1 Lateral Nonlinear Equations of Motion for a 2 DOF auto­
mobile 
The 2 DOF vehicle model, as shown in Figure 7.1, is a zero width vehicle, with two 
wheels per axle assumed. It is also assumed that there are no tractive, braking, or rolling 
resistance forces and that the speed, U, in the forward direction is constant. The 
equations governing the motion of the vehicle are 
in{V + Ur) = FYF +  FYR ( 7 - 1 )  
/jf = LfFYF — LrFyR (7.2) 
where m is the total mass of the vehicle; \z is the yaw moment of inertia of the vehicle 
with respect to a vertical axis through the mass center; L/ and Lr are the distances from 
the center of mass to the front and rear axles respectively; Fyr and Fy/? are the lateral 
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X 1 
YF 
YR 
Figure 7.1 2 DOF model of an automobile 
forces exerted on the front and rear axles; V is the laterzd speed of the vehicle; r is the 
angular speed of the vehicle about the vertical axis. 
Expression for the lateral tire forces can be written as 
FYF = ~2C7a/(l — KaOif^)cx.f and ("-3) 
FYR = —2Car(l - Kbar^)OLR (7.4) 
where Gaj and Car are the cornering stiffnesses associated with the front and rear tires, 
and the parameters Ka and Kj are associated with the nonlinear dependence of the 
cornering force on the slip angle. 
The linecir kinematic relationships between the slip angles, aj and Or, and the lateral 
and angular speeds, V and r, are 
at/ = {V + Lfr)IU and (7.5) 
OR = {V — LRR)IU (7.6) 
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When Equations (7.3) - (7.6) are combined with Equations (7.1) and (7.2), the 
nonlinear equations can be written as 
V = BnV + Bi2r-t  BieV^ + BirV^r 
+BisVr^-h Biar^ (7.7) 
r = B21V + B22T + ^26^^ + B27V^T 
-\-B28VR^ + BZQF^ (' -S) 
where 
H — 2C7o/4-2C7or f., f t .  ( . .9)  
MU'+2L,C.,-2L.C„ 
B,, ^ (7.10) 
^ 2CAF KA-{-2CARKB i i ^ 
—SLFCAFKA+QLRCARKB / t i o n  S.7 = (7.12) 
6L,'C.,K. + 6LR'C„KT B„ = (7.13) 
-2LJ''CAJK,+2LR^C,R K, , , , , ,  S.9 = (7.14) 
D _ 2 Lf  Caf — 2 Lr Car ^7 1=;^ 
B21 YIF 
p _  2L/Caf+ 2Lr^Car 
-2L,C.,K,+2LRC,RKI 
B«, jjp (7.1,) 
6L,^C.,K. + SLR''C.TKI, 
^ w 
-6L,'C.,K.+%LR^C„KI 
= ('-19)  
2L,'C.,K, + 2L,'C„K, 
= W ' ' 
Equations (7.7) and (7.8) are the final form of the equations of motion for the nonlinear 
2 DOF vehicle and will be used for all analysis in this chapter. 
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7.2 Estimation of Lateral Stability Region Using Lyapunov 
Second Method 
The objective of this section is to estimate the lateral stability region of a nonlinear 
2 DOF vehicle in straight line motion, using Lyapunov Second Method. The vehicle is 
described by Equations (7.7) and (7.8). This method is described in Appendix B. 
Assume a quadratic Lyapimov function 
Vi = X Px (7.21) 
where 
x'T = (V,r] 
cind P is a symmetric positive definite matrix 
P = 
Pi P2 
P2 P3 
The time derivative of Vi is given by 
(7.22) 
Vi = X Px + X Px 
Substituting Equations (7.7) and (7.8) into Equations (7.23) results in 
VI = AIV" + A2V^R + + A^VR^ 
+A5T '^  + AqV^ + AjVr + Agr^ 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
where 
AI — 2p2 526 + 2pi BI6 
A2 = 2 P2 Bis + 2 P2 B27 + 2 p3 B26 + 
2 Pi Bit 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
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^3 = 2pi BIS + 2p2 B28 + 2p2 BN + 
2P3B27 (7.27) 
A4 = 2PI BIG+ 2P2 BIS + 2P2 BZS + 
2pzB28 (7.28) 
As = 2 p2 ^19 + 2 P3 S29 (7.29) 
Ae = 2pi Bii + 2p2 B22 (7.30) 
AJ = 2P2 B22B21+ 2P2 BII + 
2 p i  BI2  (7-31) 
A% = 2p2 Bi2 •\-2p2 B22 (7.32) 
P is obtained from the solution of the Lyapunov Equation (7.33) 
-I = A'^P + PA (7.33) 
where 
_ —B12B21 + BIIB22-'R BL^-'R B\^ F7 0A\ 
PI ^  
B12B22 + BUB21 o - \  P2 = (^-30) 
_ S11B22 + ^12 + ^11 ~ B12B2I C^CI\ PZ = ^ 
where 
A — —2{BiiBi2B2i + BI1B22 + BiiB\2 
—B12B21B22) (7.37) 
The stability regions obtained via Lyapunov's Second Method are shown Section 7.3. 
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7.3 Estimation of Lateral stability Region Using Tangency points 
Method 
Taingency points [52] are points where the boundary of = 0 touches the boundary of 
Vi = C. The tangency points restricts the lateral stability region. To obtain these points, 
optimization of the continuous Lyapunov function Vi subjected to Vi is considered. 
The method employed to obtain the tangency points is described in Lewis [30] ajid 
Rao [65] ajid is as follows. 
Let there be a performance index / where 
/ = V? = x^Px (7.38) 
subjected to the equality constraint 
g = = x^Px + x'^Px = 0 (7.39) 
Notice that the number of independent variables for the unconstrained problem is two 
and they are r and V. In the constrained problem, the number of independent variables 
is one since there is now one equality constraint, Equation (7.39). However, in the 
Lagrange multiplier method one additional variable A is introduced to the problem for 
each constraint. Thus in this problem there axe two unknowns. 
Let a Lagrange function L be defined such that 
L{V , T , X )  =  f {V , r )+\g{V , T )  (7.40) 
It is shown in Rao [65] that if the partial derivatives of the Lagrange function L{V , r , X )  
with respect to each of its arguments is set to zero, the necessary conditions are obtained. 
The necessary conditions are shown in Equations (7.41) - (7.43). 
Lv =  ^{V.r ,X)+X^(V,T)  =  0  (-.42) 
£r = ^{V,r,X) + X^{V,T) = 0 (7.43) 
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The tangency points obteiined from Equations (7.41) - (7.43) are described in the next 
section. 
7.4 Numerical Analysis of Lyapunov's Second Method and Tan­
gency Points Method 
This section numerically illustrates the stability regions predicted by Lyapunov's 
Second Method and the tangency points method. The data used in this anedysis are 
given in Table 7.1 and corresponds identically to those used by Johnson and Huston 
[47|. 
Table 7.1 Vehicle parameters 
Paxeimeters Data Set 1 Data Set 2 
Co/ 57300.0 N/rad 39191.0 N/rad 
Cor 57300.0 N/rad 34049.0 N/rad 
Ka 4.87 4.87 
Kft 4.87 4.87 
Iz 6550.0 kg.m^ 2332.0 kg.m^ 
L/ 1.37 m 1.25 m 
LR 1.86 m 1.55 m 
M 2527.0 kg 1446.0 kg 
U 20.0 m/s 24.59 m/s 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the lateral stability regions predicted by Lyapunov func­
tions. For VI = 0 and any value of r, Equation (7.23) is a quartic equation in V. By 
solving this quartic equation for various V and r and interpolating using a cubic spline, 
the = 0 boundciry is obtained. The stable regions are obtained by fitting the largest 
VI = C (Equation (7.21) = C ) inside = 0. The predicted regions are conservative 
compared to the simulated regions. The simulated regions are obtained by varying initial 
yaw rate for each fixed initial value of lateral velocity to obtain the maximum yaw rate 
for each value of lateral velocity. The maximum values for yaw rate and lateral velocity 
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Figure 7.2 Lyapunov stability region for Data Set 1 
are then interpolated using a cubic spline routine. 
The tangency points in Table 7.2 were obtained by solving Equations (7.41) - (7.43). 
These equations axe solved using the nonlinear solving routine in Matlab [70]. The sta­
bility region is obtained by substituting the tangency points into the proposed Lyapunov 
function, Equation (7.21), to find the constant, C, corresponding to the largest stable 
region. This technique eliminates the need to find the boundary of = 0 while still 
predicting the exact stability region as if it is present. This is because the stability 
region is estimated with = 0 as an equality constraint. 
Table 7.2 Summary of tangency points 
Data set Tang. Pts (V, r) A C 
1 
-0.9737, 1.37 -0.6846 1.93 
0.9737,-1.37 -0.6846 1.93 
-1.34 , 1.38 -1.089 4.03 
2 1.34 ,-1.38 -1.089 4.03 
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7.5 Trajectory Reversal Method 
This section deals with a method which does not explicitly use Lyapunov functions to 
estimate the lateral stability region for the 2 DOF nonlinear automobile. The technique 
is trajectory reversal and it is formalized by Genesio et ed. [53]. 
Trajectory reversal is equivalent to backward integration, that is, the system is now 
defined as 
X = —f(x)  (7.44) 
and it is characterized by the same trajectory configuration as 
X = f(x)  (7.45) 
but with reversed arrows on its trajectories. This principally implies all stable equilib­
rium points of Equation (7.45) will become unstable and all unstable equilibrium points 
will become stable. This fact coupled with the topological consideration, as described in 
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Reference [53], that for a second order system the "stability region is formed by either 
a limit cycle or a phase polygon (with unstable equilibrium points) or a closed curve of 
critical points" results in a quick aind fairly accurate estimation of the stability region 
using reverse and forward integrations. 
This method is used in conjimction with Equations (7.7) emd (7.8) to estimate the 
lateral stability region of the 2 DOF nonlinear vehicle model. 
7.5.1 Equilibrium points 
To obtain the equilibrium points (critical points) Equations (7.7) and (7.8) are set 
to zero and solved simultaneously for V and r. These algebraic equations are highly 
nonlinear and not easy to solve analytically. However, extensive symbolic manipulation, 
using Maple [69], of F = 0 and r =0 yields the analytic steady-state values in Table 7.3 
Table 7.3 Summary of analytical 
equilibrium points 
Nonlinear Parameters v„ ^33  
0.0 0.0 
II ± U/y /Kb 0.0 
The points (0,±i7/>/^) implies that as the forward speed increases (decrezises) the 
stability boundary in the lateral velocity direction increases (decreases). It also implies 
that cis Kb increases (decreases) the stability boundary in the laterai velocity direction 
decrezises (increases). If Kb is zero then the stability region is infinite. This is because 
the tire force is now lineax {Kb controls the nonlinearity of the side force). 
To numerically obtain all the equilibrium points of Equations (7.7) and (7.8), set 
both equations to zero and solve each resulting cubic equation for either r or V. The 
solutions for = 0 are 
i 1 
Vi = - aj - -03 (7.46) 
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where 
=  —^<^1 + o ®2 - o®3 ± 1 i . 1 1 
—^  — X' 2 3 
^t\/3(af + a2) (•^•-47) 
AI = -1 (-^11 + ^ ^Bis)rBi7 1 Bi2r + Bigr 
6 Ws 2 B 
3 
16 ^16 
BIRR AZ = 
B 16 
The solutions for f = 0 are 
where 
(7.50) 
ai. = (4S,6Bfg + 27B?s B?9 - -
L^BISBNBISBIG + AB\JBIS)T^ + 
{V1BIQBIIB\^ — 2BIIBISB\J — 
\S)BNBI6B\IBIG — IS^irBieBigSn 
+54Bi 65i2-BI9 + 4512^17 )r'' + 
{TIBI^B\2 + 12BI65^5I8 - B^.BL- -
\9>Bn BisBxiBn)'''^ + ABisB^^ (7-51) 
i 1 
V4 =  04  - a s - -06  (  7 .52)  
Ml 1 , 
^,6 = -"9 <*4 + ^ 
ii\/3(a| + a5) (7.53) 
_ 1 (^21 + r^B28)rB27 1 822^ + B2ST^ 
6 file 2 ^26 
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(7.55) 
(7.54) 
B27T (7.56) 
B2S 
®22 — (4-B26-5|g + 275|gS|g — 
I8B26B27B28B29 + 4527529)1*® + 
{I2B26B21B2S — 2S21528^1- — 
18527 526-521^929 — I8B27B26B28B22 
-{-54B2QB22B29 + 4522527)r'' + 
(21B\^B\2 + 125265|i528 — B^BL^ 
18527526521522)1*^ + 45265|j (7.57) 
The real equilibrium points predicted by Equations (7.46) - (7.57) are illustrated in the 
next section. 
7.5.2 Numerical analysis for the trajectory reversed method 
In this section, the equilibrium points and the stability regions of the 2 DOF nonlinear 
vehicle model are numerically analyzed. The data sets used in this analysis are given in 
Figure 7.4 is a plot of the solutions, Equation (7.46) - (7.57). The intersection points 
of Figure 7.4 are the system's five re«d equilibrium points. This system has five real and 
four imaginary equilibrium points. To obtain very accurate equilibrium points for the 
nonlinear system. Equations (7.7) and (7.8), the intersection points are used as initial 
guesses for the nonlineaj solver in Matlab [70]. Figure 7.4 is typical for both data sets. 
A total of nine equilibrium points should exist because Equations (7.7) and (7.8) are both 
cubic. Table 7.4 shows the real equilibrium points and the associated eigenvalues. From 
Table 7.1. 
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steady state sot. to yaw rate 
—— steacV state sol, to lateral velocity 
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Figure 7.4 Graphical solution of equilibrium points for 
Data Set 1 
the table there is only one stable equilibrium point, therefore the other equilibrium points 
(unstable) define the boundary of the stability region. The eigenvalues were obtained by 
linearizing Equations (7.7) and (7.8) in a small neighborhood of the equilibrium points 
as described in Reference [45]. 
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 shows the stability regions obtained from simulation and from the 
trajectory reversal method. Both techniques yield almost identical stability regions. The 
estimated regions was obtained using six backward and six forward integrations. The 
forward integrations were done to obtain points on the outer boundary of the stability 
region. The backward integrations were done from four points on the outer boundary 
and from the unstable equilibrium points. 
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Table 7.4 Summary of equilibrium points and eigenvalues 
Data set Equil. Pts (V, r) Eigenvalues Stability 
p
 
o
 
p
 
o
 
-4.60 ± x2.84 stable 
6.022,-0.685 8.63 -3.85 unstable 
1 -6.022, 0.685 8.63 7 -3.85 unstable 
9.06 , 0.0 13.55 ? 4.83 unstable 
-9.06 , 0.0 13.00 4.83 unstable 
p
 
o
 
p
 
o
 
-4.57 ± tl.74 stable 
6.77 ,-0.609 6.43 J -4.17 unstable 
2 -6.77 , 0.609 6.43 ? -4.17 unstable 
11.10 , 0.0 11.85 6.42 unstable 
-11.10 , 0.0 11.85 7 6.42 unstable 
Stable region 
Simulated boundary 
Estimated boundary 
-12.5 -75 -25 ^5 
Lateral velocity (nVs) 
7.5 12.5 
Figure 7.5 Comparison of simulated and estimated sta­
bility region for Data Set 1 
lol 
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Simulated bounda/y 
Estimated boundaiy 
-13.5 -8.5 -3.5 1.5 6.5 
Lateral velodty (rrVs) 
11.5 
Figure 7.6 Compaxison of simulated axid estimated sta­
bility region for Data Set 2 
7.6 Chapter Summary 
New analytic expressions, Table 7.3, were derived for two equilibrium points for a 
nonlineaj 2 DOF vehicle. These expressions assisted in defining the outer limits of the 
lateral stability regions. The lateral stability regions of a nonlinear vehicle were numer­
ically estimated using Lyapunov second method, method of tangency and the method 
of trajectory reversal. The method of trajectory reversal gave an excellent estimate of 
the stability regions whereas the estimates provided by Lyapimov and tangency method 
were conservative. The Lyapunov method results reflected the difficulty in obtaining 
"good" Lyapunov functions. 
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8 HANDLING INVESTIGATION 
In this chapter, a front and a four wheel steering vehicle handling responses are in­
vestigated via simulation. The simulations involve an eight degree-of-freedom, nonlineax 
spread tire vehicle model with two different rear wheel control laws. The two rear wheel 
controllers were derived, previously, from the linear two and three degree of freedom 
models as described in Chapters 4 and 6, respectively. The maneuvers used to investi­
gate the handling behavior are cornering at constant forward speed, obstacle avoidance 
and moderate braking during cornering. The effects of tire cornering stiffnesses variation 
on vehicle handling is also studied. 
The vehicle model used to derive the equations of motion is shown in Figure 8.1. The 
model includes eight degrees-of-freedom; which are 1) longitudinal motion, 2) lateral 
motion, 3) yaw motion, 4) ajcial rolling motion, and 5 through 8) Rotational motion for 
8.1 The Nonlinear 8 DOF Spread Tire Model 
each of the four wheels. The equations of motion are 
m{U — Vr )  — mshr<f>  =  SFr  (8.1) 
m{V +  Ur)+m3h( l>  =  Y ,Fy  (8.2) 
!ZZR + RR,(F> = EN (8.3) 
IRS<F> + MMV + UR) + I,,T = EL, (8.4) 
(8.5) 
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\ 
^ u V, '^xfr 
V y 
V. ^ I 
/ 
V 
xrr 
where 
Figure 8.1 Tire spread model of an automobile 
IFJJ^RL F^BRL 
IW^RR — ^XRR^^-VI ^BRR 
M^F 
TTL^ 
SF„ = 
K^R<T>+K^A 
{Fx , I  +  )  co s {5 f )  +  
{FXRT + FRRR ) COs(^r) — 
iFy , t  +Fy , ^  ) s i n {8 f )  -
(Fyr ,  +  Fy„  )  sm{S f )  
(Fy , ,  +  Fy f ^  )  co s {5 f )  +  
(5.6) 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
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bearing 
reaction 
Figure 8.2 Side view of tire 
I^VRL + ^VRR ) COSISR) + 
{ F x f ,  +  ) s i n ( ( y / )  +  
(•frw + -^Xrr )sin(<?/) + Fe 
SAT = Lf {Fy,, + Fy,^ ) cos(^/) -
{Fyr l  +  ^ yr r  )  COs(Sr )  +  
T f jF^ f r  -  F^f i  ) cos (Sr )  
2 
T,(F.„-X, )cos(<y.) 
+Aft^, + + ME 
T ,Ls = m,gh3 sin <f )  —  K^<i>  — c^4>  
(8.12) 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
The symbols are 
subscripts f - ,T=-  Front, rear 
subscripts f l ,  f t ,  r l ,  r r  = Front left, front right, rear left, rear right 
Fy = Tire lateral force 
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= Tire longitidinaJ force 
h = Distance from c.g of sprung meiss to roll center 
Ij. = Roll moment of inertia 
Ij., = Roll-yaw product of inertia 
Ij = Yaw moment inertia 
= Roll stifEaess 
Me = External moment 
Mj = Aligning moment 
R,u = Radius of tire 
T/ = Front track width 
Tp = Rear track width 
and where 
^ = r (8.15) 
X = C/'cos(V')-Ksin(V') (8.16) 
Y = U sin(V') — V cos(V') (8.17) 
are used to relate the variables defined in the vehicle coordinate system to the fixed 
reference system. 
The transfer of weight due to longitudinal acceleration is calculated from Figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3 Side view of tire 
The normai forces on the front and rear tires are obtained by summing moments 
about points b ajid a in Figure 8.3. The results are 
J? — — MAXHCG . . .  
^^FLLONG 9^ (o.io) 
P — RNAJ:HCG rs IQ^ 
^^FRLONG 9^ (o.ly) 
" (S-20) 
T? — FNAXHCG . 
^^rrtong 9^ (o.-lj 
The transfer of weight from one side of the vehicle to the other during a particular 
steering maneuver is critical to the study of the roll dynamics of a vehicle. The load 
transferred due to lateral acceleration for a right turn is calculated by summing moments 
about point o in Figure 8.3 
Summing the moments about point o and setting this equal to zero gives 
0 = {mg /2 + Az)Tr - W^Trl2 — m^aayhu - Ws{Tr/2 + hs  sin ( f ) )  -
rrisaysih + cos <f>) - (8.22) 
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mg/2-Az 
Figure 8.4 Rear view of vehicle with forces 
Solving for Az from Equation (S.22) results in 
Az = ^(muaayhy, + W3{h, sin <^) + m,aj„(/i + /i, cos <f>) + m^) (8.23) 
The lateral load transfer on the front left, front right, rear left, rear right are 
f'fha, = ^{{rn^aayhu + Ws{h, sin <f>) + m,ay,{h + h, cos + m^) (8.24) 
IF L 
fz/nat = + ^^5(ft5sin(^)+m,aj,,(/i + ^ ,cos(^))-!^+m^) (8.25) 
IF L 
f z r i i a t  =  i ^ i im^cLayhu  +  Ws{h ,  s \n  < f ) )+msay^{h  +COS (p ) ) ^+ m^)  (8.26) 
TR' 
1 
/rrria, = ^{{mr,a^yK + Ws{h, s'm (l>) + TTlsaysih + h, COS (l>))— + TTl^) (8.27) 
ir L 
The total weight transferred due to lateral and longitudinal acceleration, for a right turn, 
is 
^-fr ~ f-fhong ~ f'/hat 
(8.28) 
(8.29) 
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(8.30) 
(8.31) 
Equations (8.1) - (8.4) are integrated simultaneously to obtain the forward velocity U, 
lateral velocity K, yaw rate r and sprung mass roll angle (f>. The yaw rate can be 
integrated to obtain the heading angle Equation (8.15). These equations seem to 
be linear, however, nonlinearities exist due to the tire model. By integrating Equations 
(8.16) - (8.17) the distance travelled in the fixed reference fraune is obtained. 
This 8 DOF nonlinear model includes the kinematic effects of the suspension system, 
that is, roll steer and lateral load transfer. According to Gillespie [4] "When a vehicle 
rolls in cornering, the suspension kinematics may be such that the wheels steer. Roll 
steer is defined as the steering motion of the front or rear wheels with respect to the 
sprung mass that is due to the rolling motion of the sprung mass. Consequently, the roll 
steer effect on handling lags the steering input, awaiting roll of the sprung mass." 
According to Xia [10] "after linearization, the front and rear steer wheel angles 
resulting from steering input and roll steer are 
where tjr and Crr are the roll steer coefficients for the front and rear axles, respectively, 
Sj-u, is the steering wheel angle commanded by the driver, K,r is a steering ratio for the 
front axle, and SrAws is the rear wheel steering angle commanded by the 4WS system." 
For a spread tire model, the velocities of the individual wheel centers must now reflect 
the track dimension. Wheel center velocities may be found using 
(8.32) 
— SR4WS "I" (8.33) 
VYf — Vo "i" Wb X p (8.34) 
where 
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Vw = the velocity of the desired point (wheel center) on the rigid body 
Vq = the known velocity of the point o on the rigid body 
p = the position vector from point o to the desired point 
a;b = the anguleir velocity of the rigid body 
The wheel center velocities are 
Vfl =  i [ /  +  T f / 2 r ) u ,  + (V + L f r ) u y  (8.35) 
Vfr =  { U - T f l 2 T ) U r  +  { V  +  L f r ) u y  (8.36) 
Vh = (C/ + r./2r)u, - h { V - L r r ) U y  (8.37) 
Vrr =  { U - T r l 2 r ) u ,  +  { V  —  L r T ) U y  (8.38) 
The corresponding slip angles are 
The longitudinal slip are 
aji = arctan( ^ ) - Sj (8.39) 
afr = arctan( ^ " h (S-^O) 
a,i = arctan(^^-^^^)-J, (8.41) 
- 5r (8.42) 
bfi - — (8.43) 
V w j l  
S,r = (8.44) 
V w f r  
C KuW ~ RW^RL , Jri = ^7 (8.4o) 
5.. = (8.46) 
' W R R  
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where 
V^fi = |Vfl|cos(a/,) (8.47) 
K,/r = IVfrl cos(a/r) (8.48) 
KbtJ = iVpi|cos(ar/) (8.49) 
K,rr = |Vrr|cOs(arr) (8.50) 
The sideslip axigle is 
V (3 = arctan(—) (S.ol) 
where U and V are obtained from Equations (8.1) and (8.2). 
8.2 The Nonlinear Tire Model 
The nonlinear tire model used in the simulations is obtained from References [10], 
[58] and [59]. The basic input parameters to this tire model are tire normal load, tire 
camber eingle, tire velocity, lateral slip angle and longitudinal slip ratio. The outputs of 
the model are aligning torque and lateral and longitudinal forces. Tire camber angle is 
assumed zero for all simulations. This tire model is described in Appendix C. 
8.3 Rear Wheel Controllers 
Rear wheel controllers, RWC 1 and 2 are employed in all simulations and are de­
scribed below. 
Rear wheel controller, RWC 1 is 
C F ,  C R L ^ - C R L F - M L P ^  
This controller wcis derived, in Chapter 4, by obtaining zero phase angle difference 
between lateral acceleration and yaw rate for a 2 DOF, linear model of an automobile. 
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Rear wheel controller, RWC 2 is 
SR, = KRYUV (S.53) 
where 
(8.54) 
Rear wheel controller, RWC 2 was derived, in Chapter 6, based on obtaining zero steady 
sideslip angle for a linear, 3 DOF vehicle. Unlike RWC 1, this controller does not depend 
on both cornering stiffnesses and it is a function of roll steer coefficient and center of 
gravity height. 
8.4 Numerical Analysis of the FWS and 4WS Nonlinear Vehi-
In this section the handling response of the FWS and 4WS are investigated numer­
ically. The vehicle parameters used in the simulations are given in Table 8.1 and were 
obtained from Reference [10]. The nonlinear tire model is described in Appendix C. 
8.4.1 Transient response 
In this section the transient response of a nonlinear 8 DOF vehicle is investigated 
using a step input at a constant forward speed of 55 m.p.h (85 km/hr). Figures 8.5 and 
8.6 illustrate that with the nominal tire cornering stiffnesses in the RWCs the yaw rate 
and roll responses for the RWC 2 is faster with very little or no over shoot. It is shown 
in Figures 8.7 - 8.9 that the lateral acceleration RWC 2 is slightly higher than that for 
RWC 1 because the lateral force is slightly larger during the transient phase. Figure 
8.10 illustrates that the initial transient sideslip angle for RWC 1 is very similar to that 
of the FWS vehicle, but RWC 2 is about twice as large. The steady-state sideslip value 
cle 
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Table 8.1 Vehicle parameters 
Parameters Data Set 
K 1.5 ft 
K 1.0 ft 
m. 80.0 slug 
m 89.0 slug 
Ixr 368.0 slugft^ 
lu, 1.5 slugft^ 
K^/ 27511.0 ftlb/rad 
22495.0 ftlb/rad 
K^/ + 
C(J)F 1295.0 ftlbsec/rad 
C(^R 1295.0 ftlbsec/rad 
2590.0 ftlbsec/rad 
e/r -0.2 
Err 0.2 
KR 16.3 
for RWC 1 is larger than that for RWC 2 because of vehicle rolling. The slip angles for 
both RWCs are very similar in magnitude as shown in Figures 8.11 and 8.12. 
Notice that the response of the 4WS is less oscillatory and much faster that the FWS 
vehicle. According to Jaksch [68], the fact that the 4WS sideslip angle is much smaller 
than the FWS vehicle implies that the 4WS vehicle is more stable. 
8.4.2 Variation in cornering stiffnesses 
The general trend of the sideslip angle for the 8 DOF nonlinear model when the 
cornering stiffnesses of the actual tire deviates from that used in RWC 1 and 2 appears 
to be the following. 
I. If both CF and CR are larger than the nominal values then the sideslip angle 
response is similar to a FWS. The vehicle overall response tends to a FWS vehicle 
or even slower. 
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2. If both CF and CR are smaller than the nominal values then the sideslip angle 
response is opposite to a FWS. This vehicle is characterized by large initial accel­
eration and overshooting of the steady-state. 
3. If CF is larger (smaller) than nominal and CR is smaller (larger) than the nom­
inal values then the sideslip angle can be negative or positive depending on the 
magnitude of the differences from the nominal values. 
Figures 8.13 - 8.16 illustrate that the vehicle response, for RWCs with smaller than 
nominal values of the cornering stiffnesses, is similar for both controllers. These figures 
indicate that the lateral acceleration, tire side force and slip angles are much greater 
implying that the tires can saturate faster and therefore the vehicle can become unstable. 
This vehicle may give the driver an unusual sensation during cornering at high speed 
since the sideslip angle is opposite to that of a FWS vehicle and also because of the 
accompanying high levels of lateral acceleration. 
8.4.3 Comparison of vehicle handling with ramp steering input 
Realistically, a driver can never achieve a step input described above, therefore a 
more realistic input is the ramp input. A ramp input, similar to that in Reference [17], 
is used as steering input to the vehicle traveling at a constant forward speed of 55 mph 
(85 km/hr). Figures 8.17 and 8.18 show that the front road steering angle is smaller and 
the rear wheel steering angle is much less oscillatory for RWC 2. The scallop in Figure 
8.18 is due to the change in the applied steering angle and its oscillation is directly due to 
the rate of the ramp input. The yaw rate, sideslip angle, lateral acceleration, front and 
rear road steer angle are larger and more oscillatory for the 4WS vehicle with RVVC 1. 
That is, the 4WS vehicle fishtails (oscillatory motion) significantly as shown in Figures 
8.19 - 8.21. With the use of RWC 2 the oscillatory motion (fishtailing) is eliminated 
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and thus the vehicle responds faster for yaw, sideslip and roll motions ais illustrated in 
Figures 8.17 - 8.22. Thus RWC 2 is a better controller. 
8.4.4 Braking 
Figures 8.23 - 8.27 illustrate the response of the 4WS vehicle when subjected for one 
second, to a moderate braking force of approximately 0.3g due to a step torque and 
a ramp steering input. The step torque is shown in Figure 8.23. The response of the 
RWCs are faster zmd less oscillatory due to the fact that the rear wheel can be steered. 
The sideslip angle due to the the RWC are very small compared to the FWS thus the 
vehicle is more stable. The lateral acceleration for RWC 2 is slightly larger, Figure 8.24, 
this is because the front wheel road steering angle is the largest, Figure 8.27. 
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Figure 8.5 Comparison of yaw rate transient behavior 
for step steer input and nominal cornering 
stiffnesses in RWCs 
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Figure 8.6 Comparison of roll angle transient behavior 
for step steer input and nominal cornering 
stiffnesses in RWCs 
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Figure 8.7 Comparison of lateral acceleration transient 
behavior for step steer input and nominal 
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Figure 8.9 Comparison of left rear wheel lateral force 
transient behavior for step steer input and 
nominal cornering stiffness in controllers 
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Figure 8.11 Comparison of left front wheel slip angle 
transient behavior for step steer input and 
nominal cornering stiffnesses in controllers 
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transient behavior for step steer input and 
nominal cornering stiffnesses in controllers 
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Figure 8.13 Comparison of yaw rate transient behavior 
for step steer input and 40% less cornering 
stiffnesses in controllers 
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Figure 8.15 Comparison of roll angle transient behavior 
for step steer input and 40% less cornering 
stiffnesses in controllers 
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response for ramp steer input and nominal 
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Figure 8.21 Compcirison of lateral acceleration response 
for ramp steer input and nominal cornering 
stiffnesses in RWCs 
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nominal cornering stiffnesses in controllers 
(initial speed 85 km/hr, -.3g) 
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8.5 Chapter Summary 
The simulations, using an 8 DOF, nonlinear 4WS and FWS vehicle model and two 
RWCs, indicated that for all the maneuvers the 4WS vehicle, with nominal cornering 
stiffness in the RWCs, handled better thaji the FWS vehicle. The vehicle handling, with 
nominal cornering stiffness and constant forward speed, in the RWCs axe as follows: 
1. the transient response of RWC 2 is better; and 
2. unlike RWC 1, RWC 2 eliminates oscillatory motion when the vehicle is subjected 
to a ramp input. 
The vehicle's handling with the controllers cornering stiffnesses being different from the 
nominal values could result in behavior similar to FWS or even more sluggish or exhibit 
large lateral accelerations and thus resulting in an unpleasant driving experience. In 
the case of moderate braking and cornering the 4WS vehicles, with nominal cornering 
stiffnesses in the RWCs, response was better than the corresponding FWS vehicle. 
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9 CONCLUSION 
The focus of this research was 1) to develop practical rear wheel controllers and 2) to 
investigate the handling and stability of four wheel steering vehicles. The methodology 
employed consisted of the following stages. 
1. Derivation of optimal rear wheel controllers with linear 2 and 3 DOF fixed and 
free steering control vehicle models. 
2. Derivation of suboptimal rear wheel controllers using a 2 DOF fixed steering control 
model. 
3. Comparison of stability conditions and steady-state handling for FWS and 4WS 2 
DOF fixed and free steering control vehicle models. 
4. Analysis of transient and steady-state behavior of FWS and 4WS, 2 DOF models 
in the presence of time lagged tire lateral force. 
5. Derivation of suboptimal rear wheel controllers using a 3 DOF fixed steering control 
model. 
6. Comparison of stability conditions and steady-state handling for FWS and 4WS 3 
DOF fixed steering control models. 
7. Estimation of lateral stability region for the straight line motion of a nonlinear 
vehicle. 
8. Analysis of robustness, via simulation, of FWS and 4WS nonlinear vehicles. 
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The results were as follows: 
1. The rear wheel controllers derived using optimal control theory indicated that by 
minimizing sideslip angle the 4WS systems are capable of modifying a car handling 
characteristic over a very wide range of steering frequencies. These controllers can 
be used to enhance the dynamic qualities of an automobile. Also the optimal gains 
of the controllers vary depending on the forward speed and model complexity. 
The disadvantage of using the optimal control theory is that all the states must 
be measurable. This is very expensive and probably unrealistic, thus there is the 
need to explore other methods based on states that can be easily measured. 
2. Using Routh Hurwitz criteria and the 2 DOF model, it was proven that the rear 
wheel controller should not be constants because the vehicle can become unstable. 
Rear wheel controllers tire derived based on zero phase angle difference between 
yaw rate and lateral acceleration. The controller that decoupled sideslip motion 
results in superior performance. This controller drives the sideslip angle to zero 
almost instantcineously and is a function of yaw rate and front steering angle. 
It was also shown that the presence of this controller completely enhanced the 
stability of the fixed and free steering control automobile. However, depending 
on the magnitude of the steering wheel damping, considerable phzise lag for the 
free control vehicle can exist. Simulations indicated that rear wheel controllers axe 
most effective at high speeds and improves vehicle maneuverability. Also derived 
is a condition which indicted that at a particular forward speed the FWS and 4WS 
vehicles behave similarly in the steady-state. 
3. For low forward speeds, in the presence of time delayed tire side force, the rear 
wheel controllers derived do not improve transient performance of the vehicle. In 
fact, it can degrade the vehicle behavior. It Wcis shown that additional stability 
conditions are imposed on the vehicle due to time delaying parameters. 
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4. From the 3 DOP linear model, another rear wheel controller was derived based on 
maintaining zero steady state sideslip angle. This controller uses only yaw rate 
feedback and the gains are very different from the controller derived for the 2 DOF 
linear model because of the inclusion of roll degree of freedom parameters. 
5. Analytic expressions for the stability conditions were derived from the linear 3 DOF 
model and the restrictiveness analyzed in order to enhance the vehicle designing 
process. It was shown that the rear wheel controllers enhanced the stability of the 
vehicle by reducing the number of instability conditions. 
6. Simulations in the time and frequency domains, using the 3 DOF linear model, 
clearly indicated that the rear wheel controller derived from the 3 DOF linear 
model is superior especially in the presence of roll steer coefficients. The response 
attains steady-state conditions faster with less oscillation and with less overshoot. 
The yaw gain response is constant and phase lag is small over the frequency range 
of importance to drivers. Again these conclusions axe valid only for high speed. 
One apparent disadvantage of the RWCs is that the vehicle rolling motion becomes 
somewhat more oscillatory compared to FWS. 
7. Lateral stability regions, for a nonlinear 2 DOF yaw plane model, were obtained. 
The reverse trajectory method predicted the exact stability region much faster and 
easier than simulations. Analytical expressions for the equilibrium positions were 
derived. These expressions gave insight into how the various vehicle parameters 
interact and simplifies the designing process for a nonlinear vehicle. 
8. Simulations, using an 8 DOF nonlinear spread tire vehicle model, were carried out 
to assess the robustness of the controller due to model uncertainty, especially in 
measuring cornering stiffnesses. The 4WS vehicle, with a rear wheel controller 
derived from the 3 DOF model performance was definitely the better. This con­
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troller eliminated the oscillatory behavior of the FWS vehicle. However, it was 
shown that if the gains of the RWCs deviated from their nominal values the the 
vehicle performance can degrade. The degradations in performance were especially 
pronounced when the cornering stiffnesses used in the RWCs were different from 
the actual vehicle's cornering stiffnesses. 
9.1 Future Work 
1. This research indicated that to implement a rear wheel controller the best possible 
vehicle model should be used, preferably a real vehicle. The objective is to mini­
mize sideslip angle, response time, oscillatory behavior, yaw rate, roll, and lateral 
acceleration phase lag. Also flat yaw and roll gain responses and adequate steering 
sensitivity must be achieved. Initially yaw rate, roll angle, roll rate and front wheel 
steering input should be fedback to the rear wheel controller. The gains associated 
must at least be a function of vehicle speed and front wheel steering input and 
must be scheduled. The disturbance can originate from the steering wheel. 
The next phase should involve the gradual reduction in the number of state feed­
backs in an attempt ctssess cost reduction against performance degradation since 
some state mecisurements can be expensive. Throughout the designing process 
robustness analysis must be done to evaluate the effect of the gains and param­
eter interchanging due to inaccurate measurements. At high forward speeds the 
controllers derived in this research can be used to give estimates of the gains. 
2. Obtain a class of Lyapunov functions that can be used to easily estimate the sta­
bility region of a fully nonlinear vehicle. This can tremendously reduce simulation 
time and assist in vehicle design. 
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3. The idea of obtaining analytical expressions, involving vehicle parameters, to de­
fine the stability of a nonlinear vehicle should be further explored by using more 
powerful mathematical symbolic tools. Since obtaining such expression can con­
siderably enhance the design of vehicles. 
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APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF CHARACTERISTIC 
EQUATION, TRANSFER FUNCTION AND ROUTH 
HURWITZ STABILITY CONDITIONS 
Transient response 
The transient response for a constant coefficient linear ordinary differential equation 
u { t )  = -f--I-... + aii + oqx (A.l) 
is obtained from the eigenvalues. The eigenvalues aire obtained from the homogeneous 
equation by assuming a solution x(t) = and substituting into Equation (.A..1) with 
u(t) =0. This results in the characteristic equation 
0 = CnA" + On-lA" ^ + OiA + Oo (A.2) 
The values for A are obtained by solving the characteristic equation Equation (A.2). 
This is also described in References [44] and [45]. 
Frequency Response 
The design of controllers based on frequency response is the heart of the clcissical 
linear control theory [67] . In the context of classical control theory, it was developed as 
a technique for single-input, single-output systems. The frequency response of Equation 
(A.l) is the steady-state response of the system due to a sinusoidal input 
u i t )  = (A.3) 
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Assume a steady-state response of the state is 
x { t )  =  (A.4) 
then substitute Equations (A.3)-(A.4) into Equation (A.l) and solve for the ratio of the 
output to input results in the transfer function. A plot of the trzinsfer function in the 
frequency domain results in a bode plot. A transfer function can also be obtained using 
Laplace transforms as described in References [44] and [45] 
Routh-Hurwitz Criteria 
In dealing with dynamical systems, closed form solutions are often difficult if not 
impossible to obtain. However, techniques are available to obtain some meaning analyt­
ical information regarding the system's dynamical behavior. One such techniques is the 
Routh-Hurwitz Criteria [44],[45]. 
The Routh-Hurwitz Criteria evaluates a system's stability via the characteristic equa­
tion. This method does not explicitly solve for the eigenvalues, even though eigenvalue 
analysis will reveal the szime stability characteristics. 
Application of the Routh-Hurwitz Criteria begins with obtaining the system charac­
teristic equation written in the form 
A necessary but not sufficient condition for stability is that all the coefficients of the 
characteristic equation be nonzero and positive. If all the coefficients of the character­
istic equation are positive, then an array of the coefficients is formed: 
A" : a„ a„_2 a„_4 ... 0 
: On-i a„_3 a„_5 ... 0 
A" ^ I bi 62 ^ ••• 0 
A"~^ : ci C2 ... 0 
0 — flnA" -f- a„_iA" ^ "h ... -f oiA + ao (A.5) 
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A : mi 0 
A° : m 0 
where the elements of the rows A"~^ through X° are found by cross multiplying. For 
example, the first two elements of the A"~^ row are 
, 0,n-l<in-2 — O-nO'n-Z 
bi = 
fln-l 
62 = °n-ian-4 - ana„_5 
On-1 
while the first element of the A"~^ row is 
6ia„_3 — 62<ln-l f . 
Ci = 7 (A./) 
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A sufficient condition for stability is that all elements of the first column of the Routhian 
array must be positive. Routh's criteria states that the number of roots of the charac­
teristic equation with positive real parts is equal to the number of changes of sign of the 
coefficients in the first column. 
It can be shown that for a quadratic characteristic equation, the necessary and suffi­
cient condition for stability is that all the coefficients of the characteristic equation are 
positive. 
For a cubic characteristic equation not only must the necessary condition of positive 
coefficients be met, but also the additional sufficient condition 
0 < ~ °°°^ (A.8) 
02 
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For a quartic characteristic equation not only must the necessary condition of positive 
coefficients be met, but also the additional sufficient conditions 
0 < ~""" (A.9) 
0 < °i(°3°2-aig4)-aoai 
034x2 — O1O4 
Regardless of the degree of the characteristic equation, Routhian cirrays can be formed. 
If the coefficients and sufficient conditions are not algebraically complex, meaningful 
information about the linear or linearized system can be obtained from the analysis. 
I 
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APPENDIX B LYAPUNOV SECOND METHOD 
Lyapunov Stabilitj' Theorem as described in Ogata [44]: 
Theorem One 
Let the system be defined as 
X = f(x,f) (B.l) 
where f(0,t) = 0 for all t. 
If there exists a scalar function Vi having continuous, first partial derivatives and satis­
fying the following conditions, 
1. V/(x, t) is positive definite; and 
2. Vi{x, t) is negative definite. 
then the equilibrium state at the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable. Where 
1. A scalar function Vi{x.) is said to be positive definite in a region which includes 
the origin of the state space if V^(x) > 0 for all nonzero states x in the region and 
V^(0) = 0. 
2. A scalar function V/(x) is said to be negative definite if — V/(x) is positive defi­
nite. 
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3. A scalar function V^(x) is said to be positive semidefinite if it is positive at all 
states in a region except at the origin and at certain other states, where it is zero 
and 
4. A scalar function V/(x) is said to be negative semidefinite if -V/(x) is positive 
semidefinite. 
If, in addition, x, t) ->• oo as |lx|| -)• oo, then the equilibrium state at the origin is 
uniformly asymptotically stable in the large. 
Although Theorem One is the basic theorem of the Lyapunov's Second Method, 
it is somewhat restrictive because Vi(x, t) must be negative definite. If, however, an 
additional restriction is imposed on Vi{x, t) that it does not vanish identically along any 
trajectory except at the origin, then it is possible to replace the requirement of V;(x, t) 
being negative definite by stating that t) be negative semidefinite. 
Theorem Two 
Let the system be defined as 
X = f(x,i) (B.2) 
where f(0,t)  = 0 for all t> to. 
If there exists a scalar function V/ having continuous, first partial derivatives and satis­
fying the following conditions, 
1. Vi{x., t) is positive definite; 
2. Vi{x., t) is negative semidefinite; and 
3. Xo, to), t) does not vanish identically in t > to for any to cind any Xo ^ 0, 
where Xq, to) denotes the trajectory or solution starting from Xo at to 
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then the equilibriuni state at the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large. 
Note that if V{x, t) is not negative definite, but only negative semidefinite, then 
the trajectory of a representative point can become tangent to some paxticular surface 
V(x, t) = C. However, since Xq, to)) does not vanish identically in t > to for 
any to and any Xq ^  0, the representative point cannot remain at the tangent point (the 
point that corresponds to K(x, t) ) and therefore must move toward the origin. 
Stability in the Sense of Lyapunov 
Let k be the radius of a spherical region such that 
k > ||x-xe|| (B.3) 
Let S(^) consist of aJl points such that 
S > llx-xell (B.4) 
and let S(e) consist of all points such that 
e > Xq, io) - X e | |  far all t > to (B.5) 
An equilibrium state Xe is said to be stable in sense of Lyapunov, if corresponding to 
each S(e), there is an S(<f) such that the trajectories starting in S((f) do not leave S(e) 
as t increases indefinitely. This is shown in Figure (B.l). 
An equilibrium state x® is said to be asymptotically stable if it is stable in the 
Lyapunov sense and if every solution starting within S(^) converges, without leaving 
S(£) as t increases indefinitely. This is shown in Figure (B.2). 
An equilibrium state Xe is said to be unstable if for some real number e > 0 and any 
real number (J > 0, no matter how small how small, there is always a state Xq in S{S) 
such that the trajectory starting at this state leaves S(e). This is shown in Figure (B.3). 
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S(e) 
Figure B.l Stable equilibrium state eind a representa­
tive trajectory 
S(E) 
Figure B.2 Asymptotically stable equilibrium state and 
a representative trajectory 
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Figure B.3 Unstable equilibrium state and a represen­
tative trajectory 
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APPENDIX C THE NONLINEAR TIRE MODEL 
The nonlinear tire model used in the simulations wzis obtained from References [10], 
[58] Eind [59] and is described below. The basic input parameters to this tire model are 
tire normal load, tire camber angle, tire velocity, lateral slip angle and longitudinal slip 
ratio. The outputs of the model are aligning torque and lateral and longitudinal forces. 
Tire camber angle is assumed zero for all simulations. 
Tire Model Parameters 
This section deals with the nonlinear tire model parameters which are used to cal­
culate the tire slip and forces. The tire parameters are: 
0.0768\/ FzFzt 
Tw{Tp + 5) (C.l) 
Lateral stiffness coefficient of the tire: 
(C.2) 
Longitudinal stiffness coefficient of the tire: 
(C.3) 
Camber thrust stif&iess: 
(C.4) 
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Aligning torque coeflficient: 
K n  =  fclFz (C.5) 
Peak tire to Road Coefficient of friction: 
+ + (C.6) 
Tire contact patch length a^: 
a, = (C.7) 
Tire Slip and Force Calculations 
To obtain the tire aligning torque, lateral and longitudinal forces, substitute the 
above paxcimeters into the following 
Composite slip: 
,2 
Force saturation function: 
CiO-3 + C2<r2 + (4/7r£r) 
- C7.^ + C3<r' + C,^+l 
Normalize lateral force: 
F. _ I ( /Wt.tana 
I^Fz fiFz a + 
where the slip to slide transition is 
k c = fcc + (fca — fcc)\/sin^ a + cos^ a (C.I l) 
fi = /io(l — A:^\/sin^ a + 5^ cog2 Q,) (C.r2) 
K, = r,.(1.0-/(o-)) (C.13) 
V(I/4) 
A. = {C.14) 
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Normalized longitudinal force: 
Aligning Torque: 
fiFz fiFg kj tan a + A:'c 
f c m f l p t a n O t A S s  ^  ^  ^  / o  i  2 ^  m  • i c \  
The definitions of the symbols used in the description of the tire model axe 
cipo tread length with zero longitudinal force; 
A 1,2 CaJspan tire test coefficients 
for slip angle side force coefficients; 
A3,4 Calspan coefficients for camber thrust ; 
B 1,3,4 Calspan coefficients that account for 
effective friction coefficient changes 
with the normal force variations 
due to load transfer ; 
Ci,2,3,4 Coefficients needed to calculate 
the force saturation function; 
CS/Fj Calspan coefficient for the slope of the 
normalized longitudinal force vs. 
longitudinal slip curve at zero 
longitudinal slip; 
Fj Instantaneous value of normal 
load on the tire; 
Fr Instantaneous value of the longitudinal 
force on the tire, lb. In the simulation, 
this value was taken zis the value at 
the previous time step where 
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the time step used was 0.005 sec; 
FZT The tire design load at the 
operating tire pressure; 
Gi,2 Shaping coefficients for 
aligning torque; 
ka The proportion that the tread length 
apO changes with longitudinal load; 
ki Alignment torque coefficient from 
Calspan data; 
s Longitudinal slip ; 
SNT Test skid number ; 
Tp Tire pressure ; 
Velocity of wheel; 
a Tire side slip angle ; 
/^nom Nominal tire to road adhesion coefficient; 
Numerical An£jysis 
This section contains the nonlinear tire and vehicle parameters and graphs illustrating 
the variation of normalized lateral tire force with slip angle and longitudinal slip. 
The nonlinear tire model parameters are listed in Table (C.l) and were obtained 
from Reference [58]. 
The vehicle parameter listed in Table (C.2) were obtained from Reference [10] and 
used in all simulations 
Sample plots of the nonlinear tire force characteristics are shown in Figures (C.l) 
and (C.2) 
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Table C.l Tire parameters 
Parameters Values 
TW 6.5 in 
TP 30.0 psi 
FZT 1000.0 lb 
Ao 733.0 
Ai 19.5 
A2 2900.0 
A3 1.37 
A4 4420.0 
ka 0.05 
ki -0.0002 
Bi 0.00 
B3 0.85 
B4 0.0 
CS/F3 6.0 
SNT 85.0 
Ci 0.535 
C2 1.05 
C3 1.15 
C4 0.8 
Gi 1.0 
G2 1.0 
Table C.2 Vehicle parameters 
Parameters Values 
h. 1.5 ft 
1.0 ft 
m. 80.0 slug 
m 89.0 slug 
Irx 368.0 slug.ft^ 
lu, 1.5 slugft^ 
K ^ j  27511.0 ftlb/rad 
22495.0 ftlb/rad 
K,/ + Kflir 
C^y 1295.0 ftlbsec/rad 
C^r 1295.0 ftlbsec/rad 
2590.0 ftlbsec/rad 
e/r -0.2 
Crr 0.2 
k,r 16.3 
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0.8 
0.6 
Sir 0.4 
u. 
s = 0.0 
s = 0.1 
5 = 0.2 
0.0 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 ZO 
Slip angle (deg) 
Figure C.l Normalized lateral tire force vs. slip angle 
0.8 
0.6 
Si: 0.4 
u. 
a = 0.0 
a= 10.0 
a = 20.0 
0.0 *— 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
longitudinal slip 
Figure C.2 Normalized lateral tire force vs. longitudi­
nal slip 
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